Gmt fuse definition

CART 0. ISO Registered. Term Search:. Fuse type 2. Fuse type 24 Type A 60 volt DC fuse
designed for the telecom industry. Fuse type 2AG A Litttelfuse brand name for a glass body
cartridge fuse that is 5mm in diameter and 15mm in length. Fuse type 3. Fuse type 5 x 15mm A
glass body cartridge fuse that is 5mm in diameter and 15mm in length. Fuse type 5 x 20mm A
glass or ceramic body cartridge fuse that is 5mm in diameter and 20mm in length. Fuse type 7
Type A cylindrical fiber tube fuse with threaded ends designed for the telecom industry. Fuse
type 70 Type A cylindrical cartridge fuse with an indicator pin designed for the telecom industry.
Fuse type 74 Type A fast acting, 60 volt DC cylindrical body fuse designed for the telecom
industry. Fuse type 75 Type A radial leaded, cylindrical fuse designed for the telecom industry.
Fuse type 76 Type A radial leaded, cylindrical fuse designed for the telecom industry. Fuse type
80 Type A fast acting, cylindrical body fuse designed for the telecom industry. It is visually
indicating with remote electrical alarm capability. Fuse type 81 Type A fast acting, cylindrical
body, non-indicating fuse designed for the telecom industry. Fuse type Alarm Indicating A
fast-acting telecom fuse designed to provide visual blown fuse indication by triggering an LED
or an audio alarm. Fuse type Barrier Network A fuse designed to operate in potentially explosive
environments. Fuse type Bolt-in A fuse which is intended to be bolted directly to bus bars,
contact pads or fuse blocks. Fuse type Branch Circuit A fuse that has a minimum interrrupting
rating of 10, amps, a minimum voltge rating of volts and a they must be size rejecting so that a
fuse with a higher voltage rating cannot be installed in the circuit. They must also be size
rejecting so that Fuse type Cartridge A fuse with a cylindrical body, a current responsive
element and two cylindrical end caps or ferrules. Their design incorporates a rejection feature
that allows them to be inserted into rejection fuse holders and fuse blocks that reject all lower
voltag Fuse type Class G A branch circuit fuse having V, a kA interrupting rating and is size
rejecting to eliminate overfusing. These are available in ratings from 1A through 60A. Fuse type
Class H A branch circuit fuse having either V or V, a 10kA interrupting rating that may be
renewable or non-renewable. These are available in amp ratings of 1A through A. These are
dimensionally the same as Class H fuses. These fuses are current-limiting. They are intended to
be bolted into their mountings and are not normally used in clips. They have identical outline
dimensions with the Class H fuses but have a rejec Fuse type Class RK1 A fast acting or dual
element time delay fuse. They are physically very small and can be applied where space is at a
premium. They are fast acting fuses with an interrupting rating of kA RMS. Fuse type CF8
Battery A 58 volt DC ceramic automotive fuses that is designed to mount directly on the battery
terminal with an associated hex nut. Fuse type Current Limiting A fuse which will limit both the
magnitude and duration of current flow under short circuit conditions. Current-limiting fuses
must have the following characteristics: 1. Limit peak currents to values less than those which
would occur if the fuses were Fuse type Dual Element A fuse with a special design that utilizes
two individual elements in series inside the fuse tube. One element, the spring actuated trigger
assembly, operates on overloads up to times the fuse current rating. The other element, the
short circuit secti Fuse type Edison Base Plug A volt AC branch circuit rated fuses that is
designed to screw in to a socket. The Edison Base style has brass threads and a ceramic body
Fuse type Electronic fuse An overcurrent protective device with a fusible link which melts and
permanently opens the circuit under an overcurrent condition. An electronic fuse is typically
used in circuit board applications where circuit voltage are at below Volts. It includes Fuse type
Fast Acting A fuse which opens on overload and short circuits very quickly. This type of fuse is
not designed to withstand temporary overload currents associated with some electrical loads.
UL listed or recognized fast acting fuses would typically open within 5 secon Fuse type Fork Lift
A DC rated fuse designed for battery operated lift trucks and other low voltage battery operated
equipment. Designed as an intentional weak link in an electrical circuit. Fuse type Fuse Class
The industry has developed basic physical specifications and electrical performance
requirements for fuses with voltage ratings of V or less. These are known as standards. If a type
of fuse meets the requirements of a standard, it can fall into that cl Fuse type High Reliabilty Hi
Rel A special category of electronic fuses designed for use in aircraft, space and military
application where reliability is critical. High-Rel fuses are subjected to a series or endurance
and environmental tests during production. An extemely fast acting fuse used to protect
solid-state devices. It has no intentional time-delay in the overload range and is designed to
open as quickly as possible in the short-circuit range. Fuse type In Line A glass body, volt AC
rated fuse that is designed to protect flourescent lighting fixtures. Fuse type Indicating A fuse
with a visual or trigger feature that allows for easy identification of a blown fuse. Fuse type
Limiter A special purpose fuse which is intended to provide short circuit protection only. Fuse
type Limiter Fuse A special purpose fuse that provides short circuit protection only. Also known
as a Back-Up Fuse. Fuse type Low Voltage Fuse A fuse rated at v or less. Many types of low
voltage fuses are classified and identified for use in , , , , or V circuits. Fuse type Medium

Voltage Fuse Current limiting power fuses having voltage ratings from 0. Continuous current
ratings range from 0. E-rated medium voltage fuses are general purpose fuses that are primarily
used to protect transformers and provide both cur Fuse type Micro A radial leaded subminature
electronic fuse offered in either a cylindrical or rectangular body. Also known as a 5AG fuse.
Fuse type Pico Fuse An axial leaded subminature electronic fuse. Fuse type Plug A volt AC
branch circuit rated fuse that interrupts a minimum of 10, amps. Plug fuses are designed to
screw into a socket. The Rejection Base style has a ceramic base with rejection threads. Fuse
type Rejection Fuse A current-limiting fuse with high interrupting rating and with unique
dimensions or mounting provisions. Fuse type Renewable Fuse A fuse rated at V or below in
which the element may be replaced after the fuse has opened and then reused. Renewable
fuses are made to Class H standards. Fuse type Safe-T-Plus Littelfuse brand name for a
hermetically sealed, encapsulated fuse designed to operate in potentially explosive
environments. Fuse type SFE A fast-acting low voltage glass body cartridge fuse. Fuse type
Small Dimension Fuse Typically a fuse with a voltage rating of V or below designed for circuit
board applications. The Solar J fuse is offerred in the blade style Class J case sizes. The Solar
Midget fuse is offerred in 10 x 38mm case sizes. The Solar R fuse is offerred in Class R case
sizes. Subminature fuses include the 3. Fuse type Supplemental Fuses Fuses that can have
many voltages and interrupting ratings within the same case size. Interrupting ratings range
from 35 to , amps. Fuse type Surface Mount Fuse A fuse constructed in a way that alows it to be
soldered directly to the surface of a printed circuit board. This eliminates the through hole
device requitement to drill holes in the board to solder the leads. It also saves considerable
space by utilizing Fuse type Telepower A DC rated power fuse designed for the telecom
industry. Fuse type Telpower Bussmann brand name for a broad range of telcom industry
specific fuses. Fuse type Thin Film A type of surface mount fuse construction where a
microscopically thin layer of conductive metal is deposited on a ceramic or glass substrate
between the fuse terminals. This metal layer serves as the fuse's melting element. This
construction method allow Fuse type Through Hole Mount Fuse A fuse constructed with leads
that are soldered to the back side of the printed circuit board. Installation of a through hole fuse
requites drilling holes in the printed circuit board, inserting the leads in the holes and soldering
the leads on the back s Fuse type Time Delay A built-in delay that allows temporary and
harmless inrush currents to pass the fuse or circuit breaker without operating, but is so
designed to open on sustained overloads and short circuits. Fuse type Torpedo A torpedo fuse
consists of a heat resistant body with the fuse element stretched over the exterior body of the
fuse. This type of fuse was used in older model cars made in Europe. Fuse type Very
Fast-Acting Very fast-acting fuses are designed for very fast response to overloads and
short-circuits. They are very current-limiting. The primary use is to protect solid state electronic
components. Fuse type E-Rated Fuse Current limiting medium voltage power fuses that provide
overload and short circuit protection. They are designed to withstand the large magnetizing
inrush that occurs during transformer start-up. Voltage ratings range from 2. They are not
designed to protect against long term current overloads. Potential Transformers require current
limiting fuses on the primary connection side. Since the power requir Fuse type Capacitor Fuse
Capacitor fuses are current limiting with high interrupting ratings and provide both short circuit
and overload protection. A capacitor fuse is designed to isolate a shorted capacitor before the
capacitor can damage surrounding equipment or personnel. The Fuse type Distribution
Transformer Fuse Distribution Transformer Fuses are back-up current limiting fuses designed
to protect distribution transformers. Back-up fuse links have a rated minimum breaking capacity
below I3. Their operating range is between their minimum interrupting rating I3 and their
maximum Fuse type General Purpose Fuse A current limiting medium voltage fuse capable of
interrupting all currents from the maximum rated interrupting current down to the current that
causes melting of the fusible element in one hour. Not all currents fall within this range. It is
possible to Fuse type Full Range Fuse A current limiting medium voltage fuse capable of
interrupting all currents from the maximum rated interrupting current down to the minimum
continuous current that causes melting of the fusible element s when the fuse is applied at the
maximum ambient te Fuse type Back Up Fuse A special purpose current limiting fuse that
provides short circuit protection only. They are used in conjunction with high voltage motor
starters to provide short circuit protection for individual motors. They have identical outline
dimensions with the Class H fuses but have a rejec PTC Type PTC Device A resettable
overcurrent protection device that is made with a polymer that reponds rapidly to a rise in
temperature. Under normal conditions, the PTC Device has very little resistance and has little
influence on the circuit. Battery Disconnect Type Remote Battery Disconnect A battery
disconnect switch that operate with an electric or electronic remote control. In the event of a
short circuit, the electronic or electrical control unit detects a voltage drop and opens the

contacts and disconnect the battery Battery Disconnect Type Master Battery Disconnect A
battery disconnect switch that is designed to quickly cut off the battery from the electrical
circuit by disconnecting either the positive or the ground wires. Battery Disconnect Type
Alternator Field Disconnect A safety feature of some disconnect switches that disconnects the
alternator field in the event of a dangerous voltage rise so that the magnetic field is turned off,
preventing a voltage spike. Battery Disconnect Type Indexing Pin A pin that aligns the switch
with the mounting panel and prevents rotation for switches with through hole style mounting.
Also known as a locating pin or an anti-rotation pin. Battery Disconnect Type Locating Pin A pin
that aligns the switch with the mounting panel and prevents rotation for switches with through
hole style mounting. Also known as an indexing pin or an anti-rotation pin. Battery Disconnect
Type Anti-Rotation Pin A pin that aligns the switch with the mounting panel and prevents
rotation for switches with through hole style mounting. Also known as a indexing pin or a
locating pin. Circuit Breakers - Thermal Thermal Circuit Breaker A thermal circuit breaker is a
resettable circuit protection device that is primarily designed to protect components and
equipment from current overload and short circuit conditions. Circuit Breakers - Thermal
Shortstop The Shortstop Thermal Circuit Breaker is a thermal circuit breaker that is enclosed in
a metal or plastic cover with two stud type terminals. Shortstop circuit breakers have ampere
ratings from 5 to 50 amps. A thermal circuit breaker has a bimetal strip that snaps in to a bent
position when heated from a current overload or short circuit condition. The breaker will not
reset until the current overload condition is cured or the power is turned off. This type of
thermal circuit breaker is non-cycling. The manual reset breaker is reset by activating an
external reset button or lever. It has the same functionality as the standard Manual Reset Type
III but having the convenience of a push button to turn off or op Varistor Type MOV AA voltage
sensitive device designed to protect circuits from transient voltage surges. MOV's are designed
to suppress lighning and other high energy transients found in industrial or AC line
applications. MOV's are constructed with a zinc oxide disc, m Varistor Type MLV A voltage
sensitive surface mount device designed to protect circuits from transient voltage surges
generated from Electrostatic Discharge ESD , inductive load switching or lightning surge
remnants. MLV's are constructed with a zinc oxide material inter Reed Switch Type Reed Switch
A reed switch is an electrical switch operated by an applied magnetic field. The basic reed
switch is comprised of two ferromagnetic nickel-iron wires and a hermetically sealed glass
capsule. It is best suited for mounting on a frame. Reed Sensor Type Flange A reed sensor
designed with a rectangular package for mounting on a flat surface. Hall Effect sensors also
come in the Flange type package. Reed Sensor Type Float A reed sensor designed for
liquid-level sensing applications. It is well suited for paper path sensing and security sytem
applications. Reed Sensor Type Seating Occupancy A reed sensor packaged with an intergral
magnet and a reed switch. It is easily mounted and adjusted using the supplied retaining nuts.
Available with English or metric threads. Hall Effect sensors also come in the Threaded Barrel
typ package. Reed Sensor Type Vane A reed sensor packaged with a magnet and a reed switch.
It is typically used with a moving ferrous metal part. Hall Effect sensors also come in the Vane
type package. Reed Sensor Type Hall Effect Sensor A Hall effect sensor is a transducer that
varies its output voltage in response to changes inthe magnetic field. Like other relays, this
provides galvanic isolation between the coil input and the controlled contact s. However,
because of the small size and magnetic efficiency of the reed switch, th Thermistor Type
Thermistor Thermistors are thermally sensitive resistors whose prime function is to exhibit a
large, predictable and precise change in electrical resistance when subjected to a
corresponding change in the body temperature of the thermistor. Thermistor Type RTD An RTD
detector is a temperature sensor that has a positive, predictable and nearly linear change in
resistance when subjected to a corresponding change in body temperature of the detector. The
LL package has a diameter of 0. Thermistor Package Size TO An industry standard radial leaded
package where the device body is Non-isolated mounting tab. Tabs for use with cable
connections. Thyristor Package Size TO An industry standard radial leaded package where the
device body is Isolated mounting tab. Brand Name Amp-Trap Mersen brand name for several
classes of their fuses. Brand Name Amp-Trap Mersen brand name given to their fuses having
the highest degree of current limitation in the Mersen line. Brand Name BF Littelfuse brand
name for an inline crimp on cable fuse. Brand Name BF1 Littelfuse brand name for a 32 volt
shunt. Brand Name Brick Bussmann brand name for a type of board level surface mount fuse.
Brand Name CablePro Littelfuse brand name for an inline fuse assembly used to protect cables.
Brand Name CF8 Littelfuse brand name for a specific fuse designed for use on the terminals of
automotive style batteries. Offers space saving advantages over typical Class J fuses. Brand
Name Fustat Bussmann brand name for a dual element, time delay plug style fuse. Brand Name
Indicator Littelfuse brand name for a broad range of fuses featuring blown fuse indication.

Brand Name JCASE Littelfuse brand name for a specific type of cartridge fuse with female
terminals designed for automotive applications. Brand Name Limitron Bussmann brand name
for a power fuse that can only provide short circuit protection. Brand Name Low-Peak
Bussmann brand name for a current limiting fuse. Brand Name FK3 MAXI Littelfuse brand name
for a larger automotive blade style fuse designed to carry higher currents and having a clear
window for blown fuse detection. Brand Name Microtron Bussmann brand name for a specific
type of axial leaded board level fuse. Allows for easy replacement of the fuse. Brand Name PICO
Littelfuse brand name for an axial leaded white thermoplastic subminiature fuse with a clear
insulating sleeve. Brand Name Slimline Littelfuse brand name for a low profile ceramic surface
mount fuse. Brand Name Slo-Blo Littelfuse brand name for a time delay or time lag electronic
fuse. Brand Name SmartSpot Mersen brand name for an indicating type of industrial fuse. Brand
Name Surge3 Bussmann brand name for their line of transient voltage surge protection
products. Brand Name TCP Bussmann brand name for a surge resistant time delay surface
mount fuse designed specifically for the telecommunications industry. Brand Name TE3
Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt rectangular body subminiature micro fuses. Brand
Name TE5 Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt or higher, rectangular body subminiature
micro fuses. Brand Name TeleLink Littelfuse brand name for a surge resistant time delay
surface mount fuse designed specifically for the telecommunications industry Series Brand
Name TR3 Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt cylindrical body subminiature micro fuses.
Brand Name TR5 Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt or higher, cylindrical body
subminiature micro fuses. Brand Name Tron Bussmann brand name for a specific type of plug
fuse. Brand Name Rockerguard Carling name for a barrier feature designed to protect a rocker
actuator. They are often used for equipment that will have multiple operators. Electrical Term Fuse A. AIC The interrupting capacity of a fuse. AIR The interrupting rating of a fuse. Electrical
Term - Fuse Ambient Temperature Ambient temperature is the temperature of the air
immediately surrounding the fuse and is not necessarily room temperature. The current
carrying capacity of a fuse. A fuse ampere rating is the AC or DC current that the fuse can
continuously carry under specified conditions. Electrical Term - Fuse Arcing Time The amount
of time from the instant the fuse link has melted until the overcurrent is interrupted, or cleared.
Electrical Term - Fuse Axial Lead A wire lead, terminal or pin extending from each end of a
fuse's major axis. The maximum current a fuse can safely interrupt. A fuse must interrupt all
overcurrents up to its bre Electrical Term - Fuse Clearing Time The total time between the
beginning of the overcurrent and the final opening of the circuit at rated voltage by an
overcurrent protective device. Clearing time is the total of the melting time and the arcing time.
This parameter is an excellent predictor fuse quality level when measured on a production line.
Also, it will limit the instantaneous peak let-through current to a value substantially less than t
Electrical Term - Fuse Current Rating Also known as the amp rating. A fuse current rating is the
AC or DC current that the fuse can continuously carry under specified conditions. Since
technical data is presented based on a standard ambient temperature, either forced air cooling
or de-rating of a fuse may be necessary to ensure reliable operation in a higher a Electrical
Term - Fuse Fuse Element Also known as a link. A calibrated conductor inside a fuse which
melts when subjected to excessive current. The element is enclosed by the fuse body and may
be surrounded by an arc-quenching medium such as silica sand. Electrical Term - Fuse Fuse
Purpose Fuse links protect electrical devices and components from overcurrents and short
circuits. This is achieved automatically by the melting of a fuse wire through which a fault
current flows. The maximum current a fuse or circuit breaker can safely interrupt. The link is
enclosed by the fuse body and may be surrounded by an arc-quenching medium such as silica
sand. Electrical Term - Fuse Melting Time The amount of time required to melt the fuse link
during a specified overcurrent condition. Electrical Term - Fuse Normal Operating Current The
current that passes through the fuse during steady state conditions. The the level of current
drawn in RMS or dc amperes after it has been energized and is operating under normal
conditions. Electrical Term - Fuse Pulse Cycle Withstand Capacity The measure of a fuse's
ability to withstand a series of defined current pulses without opening prematurely. The pulse
waveform and quantity is defined by the equipment application. This parameter, along with the
fuse melting integral, is used to properly Electrical Term - Fuse Radial Lead Two wire leads,
terminals or pins in parallel extending from the bottom of a fuse body. Also referred to as a
renewable link. Also referred to as a renewable element. Electrical Term - Fuse Supplemental
Protection Fuses or circuit breakers that can only be used for protecting an appliance or other
electrical equipment where upstream branch circuit overcurrent protection is already provided,
or is not required. The fuses are designed to withstand momentary or instantaneous current
and voltage surges and continue to operate. Electrical Term - Fuse Threshold Current The
minimum available fault current at which a fuse is current limiting. In most cases, the fuse

voltage drop can be ignored, as it is insignificant when compared to the circuit voltage.
Exceeding the voltage rating of a fuse impairs its ability to clear an overload or short circuit
safely. Voltage ratings are assumed to be for AC unless specifically labeled as DC. Electrical
Term - Fuse Wire-In-Air A type of surface mount fuse construction where a melting wire filament
is suspended in air and physically attached to both fuse end caps via solding or welding.
Current rating Electrical Term - Fuse R Rating An R-rated fuse will safely interrupt any current
between its minimum interrupting rating and its maximum interrupting rating. The fuse will melt
in 15 to 35 seconds when the current equals times the R ampere rating. Typical actuators
include levers, keys, knobs and handles. Electrical Term - Battery Disconnect Contacts A pair of
metallic components that touch or come apart at the point where the switch throw makes or
breaks the circuit. It is usually measured as the amperage a device can handle for one hour
without exceeding the maximum allowable temperature at the terminals. Electrical Term Battery Disconnect Ignition-Protected Electromechanical switches that are designed not to
create a spark between the contacts. This is necessary in confined locations where fuel vapors
may be present. Electrical Term - Battery Disconnect Intermittent Current Rating The amount of
current a switch can withstand for 5 minutes or less while maintaining an
acceptabletemeprature rise. This rating is meant to reflect the switches ability to withstand a
short term high current event like starting without damaging the conta Electrical Term - Battery
Disconnect Terminal The mechanism that connects a switch to the circuit or device it activates.
The mechanical device at such a point in a circuit where the end of a wire or cable makes an
electrical connection to a device. Any gap of 3mm or greater is considered a full gap. Full gap is
a requirement when the switch is used as the main power d Electrical Term - Breaker Actuators
Actuators are the mechanical component used to manually turn a switch or circuit breaker on
and off. Electrical Term - Breaker Alarm Switch A switch that is isolated electrically from the
circuit breakers circuit. Electrical Term - Breaker Auxiliary Switch A switch that is isolated
electrically from the circuit breakers circuit. It is mechanically connected to the movement of
the circuit breaker switching mechanism to provide on-off staus indication at a remote location.
Electrical Term - Breaker Break-Before-Make Switches that will only complete one circuit at a
time, leaving an interval of time between the time one circuit opens and the next circuit closes.
Electrical Term - Breaker Butt Action Contacts Contacts that press "head-on" against each
other when closing a circuit. Contact is made with one or several circuits in the two extreme
positions; in the center position of the actuator, all circuits are off. The device trips or opens the
circuit when excess current runs through the device. The device is activated by utilizing an
electromagnetic coil or a heat sensitve bimetal strip that trips a spring loaded Electrical Term Breaker Common Terminal Line terminal that can be alternately connected to two or more load
terminals. Electrical Term - Breaker Common Trip A feature on a multi-pole circuit protector in
which an overload on any pole will cause all poles to open. Electrical Term - Breaker Contacts
CB Components that form the junction of two electrical conductors through which current
passes, used for making closing and breaking opening electrical circuits. Electrical Term Breaker Contact Bounce The tendency for butt action contacts to bounce apart as they come
together. The bouncing action can prolong an arc, or open and close the circuit very quickly
several times before coming to a closed position. Electrical Term - Breaker Contact Resistance
CB The resistance of a pair of contacts, measured at the terminals, which effectively appears in
series with the load mili-ohm range. Electrical Term - Breaker Dual Coil A circuit that provides
contact opening when either an overcurrent or trip voltage is applied to respective coils. One
coil will be a current trip and the second coil is used to provide a control function. Electrical
Term - Breaker Dependent Lamp A lamp or lamps powered by the same circuit that a switch is
controlling; the lamp turns on when the switch is activated. Electrical Term - Breaker Detent A
feature usually found in slide and rotary switches that denotes where the switch "clicks" into
the various positions. Electrical Term - Breaker Double Insulation Denotes an insulation system
comprised of functional insulation and protective insulation, with the two insulations physically
separated and arranged in such a way that they are not simultaneously subjected to the same
deteriorating influences, temperatur Electrical Term - Breaker Double Pole -DP switches A
switch device that opens, closes, or changes connection of two conductors in an electrical
circuit. Electrical Term - Breaker Double Throw DT A switch that opens, closes, or completes a
circuit at both extreme positions of its actuator. Electrical Term - Breaker Dry Circuit A low
current circuit that does not generate enough power to generate an arc. Electrical Term Breaker Dump Circuit A means to remotely trip a circuit breaker without there having to be a
current overload. Electrical Term - Breaker Duty Continuous The requirement that demands
operation at a constant load for an indefinite period of time. Electrical Term - Breaker Equipment
Leakage Commonly referred to as earth leakage or ground fault, an unintentional electrical
connection between an energized conductor and "ground". Ground is an arbitrarily decided

point whose voltage is taken to zero, in many situations, this point is the actual Electrical Term Breaker Feeder All circuit conductors between the service entrance equipment and the final
branch circuit protector. When the actuator is tripped, the handle moves to the "OFF" position.
Electrical Term - Breaker High Inrush Loads that require a higher amount of current or
amperage when first turned on, compared to the amount of current required to continue
running. An example of high inrush load is a light bulb, which may draw 20 times its normal
operating current when first Electrical Term - Breaker Hydraulic Magnetic Circuit Breaker A
mechanical circuit protection device. The main components are a coil, an iron core sealed in a
tube filled with hydraulic fluid, a spring loaded actuator and two electical contacts. When
excessive current from a current overload runs through the device, Electrical Term - Breaker
Independent Lamp A lamp or lamps powered by a voltage source not controlled by the switch or
circuit breaker action. Electrical Term - Breaker Instantaneous Trip Indicates that no intentional
delay is purposely introduced in the opening time of a protector. Electrical Term - Breaker
Insulation Resistance The resistance between two normally insulated parts measured at a
specified high DC potential megohm range. Also referred to as Leakage Resistance. In order to
determine you failure criteria, the following parameters should be known: dielectric strength,
duty cycle, mechanical breakdown, contact resistance, insulation resistance, operatin Electrical
Term - Breaker Line Terminal A terminal that takes power from the power source. Electrical
Term - Breaker Load Terminal A terminal that carries the current downstream to the equipment
that the circuit breaker is protecting. Electrical Term - Breaker Maintained Switch A switch that
maintains the mode or position to which it is actuated. Electrical Term - Breaker Micro Gap A
symbol appearing as a part of the switch rating that indicates a contact gap of less than 3
millimeters. This provides visual indication of a tripped breaker as compared to one that is
merely turned OFF. Electrical Term - Breaker Momentary Switch A switch that automatically
returns to its original or at rest position. Activation of the switch causes the circuit to open.
Activation of the switch causes the circuit to close. Electrical Term - Breaker Operating Force
Also known as Actuation Force, the force required to transfer a switch from one position to
another. Electrical Term - Breaker Parallel Pole Terminal Two or more circuit breakers in a
single package that are electrically isolated but mechanically tied. Electrical Term - Breaker Pole
The number of completely separate circuits that can be active through a switch or
simultaneously protected by a circuit breaker at any one time. When the actuator trips, the
button pops out. The circuit breaker is reset by pushing the button in. When pushed, the circuit
closes. When pushed again, it opens. Often called 'Push-Push. When the actuator trips, the
knob pops out. The circuit breaker is reset by pushing the knob in. Recommended for use on
DC circuits. Electrical Term - Breaker Relay Trip This circuit design permits the overload
sensing coil to be placed in a circuit which is electrically isolated from the trip contacts but
mechanically linked. Overload in the coil circuit will cause the contact circuit to open. The coil
may be actuated b Electrical Term - Breaker Sealed Toggle Actuator A handle actuator that has
a baton toggle switch with a sealed metal mounting bushing for operation in harsh
environments. Electrical Term - Breaker Series Trip The most popular circuit type for a magnetic
hydraulic circuit breaker. The sensing coil and the contacts are in series with the load being
protected. The actuator handle indicates the circuit status. In addition to providing overcurrent
circuit protecti Electrical Term - Breaker Shunt Trip Designed to control two separate loads with
one assembly. The control is established by providing overload protection for the critical load.
Electrical Term - Breaker Single Color Rocker A single color rocker actuator for circuit breakers
that offer front panel operation. Electrical Term - Breaker Single Pole - SP switches A switch
device that opens, closes, or changes the connection of a single conductor in an electrical
circuit. Electrical Term - Breaker Single Throw ST A switch that opens, closes or completes a
circuit at only one of the extreme positions of its actuator. Typically used for AC applications.
Can also be referred to as 'Push-Push. It is the same as a series trip circuit without the coil
mechanism. It provides low cost, heavy duty switch capability. It can then be used as a single or
multi-pole power switch. Electrical Term - Breaker Ultimate Trip Current The minimum value of
current that will cause tripping of a protective device. Electrical Term - Breaker Voltage Trip A
protective device that is factory calibrated to trip at a predetermined voltage value. Electrical
Term - Breaker Wiping Action Contacts Self-cleaning contacts that wipe or slide against each
other when opening or closing a circuit. The maximun voltage let through to downstream
components. The maximun current let through to downstream components. In dc is specified
by the varistor manufacturer. In ac is specified by the varistor manufacturer. The higher the
capacitance, the higher the rating for the varistor. Capacitance is measured in pico Farads pF.
Electrical Term - MOV Rated Transient Average Power Dissipation Maximum average power
which may be dissipated due to a group of pulses occurring within a specific isolated time
period, without causing device failure. Electrical Term - MOV Capacitance - C Capacitance

between the two terminals of the varistor measured at a specified frequency and bias. Electrical
Term - MOV Voltage Overshoot - Vos The excess voltage above the clamping voltage of the
device for a given current that occurs when current waves of less that 8ms virtual front duration
are applied. Used to test the Itm, Vc and Ipk for all varistor series. Electrical Term - General
Alternating Current AC A condition in an electric circuit where the voltage is raised above the
upper design limit. This condition is potentially damaging to the components in the circuit. An
overvoltage event can be a temporary transient spike or longer in duration. Typical so Electrical
Term - General Ampacity The current a conductor can carry continuously without exceeding its
temperature rating. Ampacity is a function of cable size, insulation type and the conditions of
use. Electrical Term - General Ampere Amp The measurement of intensity of rate of flow of
electrons in an electric circuit An ampere amp is the amount of current that will flow through a
resistance of one ohm under a pressure of one volt. Electrical Term - General Arc Flash Arc
Flash is the result of a rapid release of energy due to an arcing fault between a phase bus bar
and another phase bus bar, neutral or a ground. During an arc fault the air is the conductor. Arc
faults are generally limited to systems where the bus vol Electrical Term - General Available
Fault Current The maximum short circuit current that can flow in an unprotected circuit. Also
known as available short circuit current. Also know as available fault current. Electrical Term General Busbar An electrical conductor in the form of rigid bars serving as a common
connection for two or more electrical circuits. Electrical Term - General Cascade Circuit A series
arrangement of more than one protector connected between the power source and the load.
Electrical Term - General Closed Circuit An electrical circuit that allows an uninterrupted flow of
electricity from the source of power, through the conductor or wire, to the load, and then back
again to the ground of source of power. Electrical Term - General Conductor A material or
object that permits an electric current to flow easily Electrical Term - General Coordination The
ability of a circuit protector with the lowest rating in a cascade arrangement to trip before those
with higher ratings see Cascade Circuit. The strength or rate of movement of the electricity is
measured in amperes. A generic term usually modified by an adjective i. Also referred to as
breakdown voltage. For switches, also represents the strength between live parts and operator
at accessible surfaces. The force that causes free electrons to move in a conductor as electric
current. Electrical Term - General DIN-Rail A metal rail of a standard type widely used for
mounting circuit breakers, fuseholders, power distribution blocks and industrial control
equipment inside equipment racks. The most common size is 35mm high by 7. Dircet current is
usually supplied from a battery or power supply. Electrical Term - General EffectiveValue The
value of alternating current that will produce the same amount of energy in a resistance as the
corresponding value of direct current. Electrical Term - General Fault An accidental condition in
which a current path becomes available which by-passes the connected load. Electrical Term General Frequency The number of cycles through which an alternating current passes per
second. Refers to the number of cycles per second. Electrical Term - General Ground Fault An
unintentional electrical connection between an energized conductor and 'ground'. Ground is an
arbitrarily decided point whose voltage is taken to zero, in many situations, this point is the
actual ground or earth. One horsepower 1HP is also equal to watts of elect Electrical Term General Inductive Load An electrical load which pulls a large amount of current an inrush
current when first energized. Inductive loads are typical energized by equipmnet with coils suc
Electrical Term - General Inrush The amount of current a load takes on initial start up. This can
be many times it's normal operating current but is usually of very short duration. Electrical
Term - General Kiloamperes kA 1, amps Electrical Term - General Let-through Current The
actual fault current passing through a protective device as compared to the current available to
the device. Electrical Term - General Load Electric The amount of electric power delivered or
required at any specific point or points on a system. The requirement originates at the energy
consuming equipment of the consumers. Electrical Term - General Ohm The unit of measure for
electric resistance. An ohm is the amount of resistance that will allow one ampere to flow under
a pressure of one volt. Electrical Term - General Open Circuit An electrical circuit that will not
conduct electricity because either air, or some other insulator has stopped or broken the flow of
current in the loop. Electrical Term - General Overcurrent A condition which exists in an
electrical circuit when the normal load current is exceeded. Overcurrents take on two separate
characteristics, overloads and short circuits. An overload condition is any current flowing
within the circuit path that is hig Electrical Term - General Overload An overcurrent which
exceeds the normal full load current of a circuit. It will cause damage if allowed to persist. Also
characteristic of this type of overcurren Electrical Term - General Overvoltage "A condition in
an electric circuit where the voltage is raised above the upper design limit. Anything that slows
down or resists the flow of electricity measured in ohms. Electrical Term - General Resistive
load An electrical load which is characterized by not drawing any significant inrush current.

When a resistive load is energized, the current rises instantly to its steady state value, without
first rising to a higher value. Electrical Term - General RMS Current The RMS root-mean-square
value of any periodic current is equal to the value of the direct current which, flowing through a
resistance, produces the same heating effect in the resistance as the periodic current does.
Electrical Term - General RMS Value The value of alternating current that will produce the same
amount of energy in a resistance as the corresponding value of direct current. Also known as
Effective Value Electrical Term - General Short Circuit An overcurrent that leaves the normal
current path and greatly exceeds the normal full load current of the circuit by a factor of tens,
hundreds, or thousands times. Also characteristic of this type of overcurrent is that it leaves the
normal current carr Electrical Term - General Short Circuit Causes A short-circuit is current
flowing outside of its normal path. It is caused by an insulation breakdown or faulty connection.
The maximum short-circuit current an electrical component can sustain without the occurrence
of excessive damage when protected with an overcurrent protective device. Electrical Term General Total Clearing Time The time elapsing from the initiation of overload current to final
current interruption. Electrical Term - General Voltage Electric potential or potential difference
expressed in volts Electrical Term - General Voltage of a Circuit The electric pressure of a
circuit in an electric system measured in volts. It is generally a nominal rating based on the
maximum normal effective difference of potential between any two conductors of a circuit.
Electrical Term - General Withstand Rating The maximum current that an unprotected electrical
component can sustain for a specified period of time without the occurrence of extensive
damage. Electrical Term - General Kilovolts kV 1, volts. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Activate
Distance The distance between a reed sensor and its actuator where the contacts begin to move
from an inactive state to an active state. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Actuator A packaged
magnetic component used in conjunction with a reed switch. When the actuator is positioned in
close proximity to a reed switch it causes the reed switch to move from an inactive state to an
active state. Actuators are matched with specific reed Electrical Term - Reed Switch
Ampere-Turn AT The unit of measure used to define the sensitivity of a switch or measure of the
magnetic field strength. It is the product of the number of turns of the coil the switch is tested in
and the current in amperes flowing in that coil. The lower the AT of a Electrical Term - Reed
Switch Arc Suppression Contact protection circuitry used to protect the contacts of reed
switches against loads which produce high inrush currents on closure or high voltages on
opening. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Bounce When closing, the contacts of a reed switch will
initially bounce or chatter before reaching a stable closed state. This could be seen as multiple
inputs to certain logic or digital circuits. If contact bounce is detrimental to your circuit design,
a debo Electrical Term - Reed Switch Breakdown Voltage The maximum voltage level a switch
can withstand without leakage current between the open contacts. On some larger, evacuated
reed switches, breakdown voltages can exceed several thousand volts. Also refered to as the
Dielectric Voltage and is generally m Electrical Term - Reed Switch Capacitive Loads Loads
which consist of a capacitor either in series or in parallel with the contacts of a reed switch.
There is a high capacitive current when the switch contacts close. Without any current limiting
device, the peak current can reach up to tens of amps. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Coaxial
Shield The coaxial shield normally consisting of copper is found inside the coil of a reed relay. It
is used for switching high frequency signals. The must operate voltage is the voltage needed to
change a relay from its inactive to active state. The must release voltage is the minimum voltage
at which a relay will change from Electrical Term - Reed Switch Contact Form The inactive state
of the contacts of a reed switch. A Form B switch is the least common reed switch configuration
and operates the opposite of a Form A. This switch breaks contact with one path before
connecting with another. It should never exceed the wattage rating of the reed switch. Electrical
Term - Reed Switch Diode Suppression An internal diode in parallel with the reed relay coil used
to protect the circuitry powering the relay from the voltage spike generated from the coil when it
is deactivated. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Electrostatic Shield Used to reduce any noise or
electrostatic coupling that may occur between the coil of a relay and the internal magnetic reed
switch. The electrostatic shield normally consists of copper, terminated to a designated pin
externally connected to ground. The electronic or electrical product shall not generate
electromagnetic disturbances which may influence other products or compon Electrical Term Reed Switch Hermetically Sealed The contacts of a reed switch along with an inert gas are
sealed inside of a glass capsule. A glass to metal seal is used to provide the lowest rate of gas
leakage possible. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Inductive Loads Loads which consist of an
inductive component such as the coil from an electromagnetic counter, relay, or solenoid. The
inductance of the coil stores energy which results in a high arc voltage as the contacts of the
reed relay open. Depending on the valu Electrical Term - Reed Switch Inrush Current The high
current upon closure caused by the low resistance of a cold filament in a lamp load, by a

reverse-magnetised core in an AC inductive load, or by a capacitive load. Electrical Term - Reed
Switch Insulation Resistance The resistance in ohms measured across the open contacts of a
reed switch or relay or between the isolated terminals of a reed relay. Electrical Term - Reed
Switch Lamp Loads Loads which consist of a lamp containing a tungsten or similar type of
filament. The filament will have a high inrush current due to its initial low resistance when cold.
Electrical Term - Reed Switch Magnetic Shield An external metal housing of a reed relay used to
protect either the internal magnetic reed switch from external magnetic influences, or to protect
any external neighbouring components from the magnetic influences of the relay. Electrical
Term - Reed Switch Operate Time The amount of time including bounce measured from the
point at which the coil of an inactive relay is energised to the point at which the contacts of the
relay arrive at their active state. For a reed switch, this is measured using a standard coil ener
Electrical Term - Reed Switch Operating Temperature The maximum or minimum temperature at
which a device can be operated without significant performance degradation. It is usually
expressed in a min-max range of Ampere-Turns AT which is a measure of magnetic field
strength. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Rating Sensitivity The value at which contact ratings
and operating characteristics are determined. Derating may be required below this value. The
reeds in a reed switch are two ferromagnetic nickel-iron wires that are hermetically sealed in a
glass capsule. The contact form is the inactive state of the contacts of a reed switch. Electrical
Term - Reed Switch Switching Current The maximum amount of current that the contacts of a
reed switch can withstand on opening or closure. Electrical Term - Reed Switch Switching
Voltage The maximum allowable voltage capable of being switched across the contacts.
Switching voltages above the arcing potential can cause some metal transfer. Unless otherwise
specified, the Beta is derived from the thermistor resistance measurements obtained at 0
degrees and 50 degrees C. Electrical Term - Thermistor Stability The stability of a thermistor is
the ability of a thermistor to retain specified characteristics after being subjected to designated
environmnetal or electrical test conditions. Electrical Term - Thermistor Interchangeable The
ability of some epoxy coated thermistors to be replaced without the need for calibration. It
automatically resets when the overvoltage is removed, but absorbs much more of the transient
energy internally than a similarly rated crowbar device. Upon reaching its threshold or
breakover voltage rating, further increas Electrical Term - TVS Diode Operating Temperature
Range The minimum and maximum ambient operating temperature of the circuit in which a
device will be applied. Operating temperature does not allow for the effects of adjacent
components, this is a parameter the designer must take into consideration. A unidirectional TVS
is best suited for protecting circuit nodes whose signals are unidirectional or always above or
below the reference voltage, usually ground. A bidirectional TVS is best suited for protecting
electrical nodes whose signals are bidirectionalor can have voltage levels both above and
below the reference voltage, usually ground. In circuit protection, the off-state capacitance is
typically measured at 1 MHz with a 2V bias applied. In the case of a bi-directional transient, it
applies in either direction. The device VR should be equal to, or greater than, the peak operating
level of the circuit or part of the circuit to be protected. Usually a minimum and maximum is
specified. It is measured by running a small test current reverse bias current through the device
and measuring the resulting voltage. It is measured at a DC test current listed on the datasheet
typically 1mA. Typically 1mA when measuring the device Breakdown Voltage. The Power Rating
can be expressed in amps or watts. Usually a 10x? Electrical Term - Thyristor Critical
Rate-of-rise of CommutationVoltage of a T Minimum value of the rare-of-rise of principal voltage
which will cause switching from the offstate to the on state immediately following on-state
current conduction in the opposite current. Electrical Term - Thyristor Gate Trigger Current Igt
Minimum gate current required to switch a thyristor from the off state to the on state. Electrical
Term - Thyristor Repetitive Peak OFF-state Voltage Vdrm Maximum allowable instantaneous
value of repetitive off-state voltage that may be applied across a bidirectional thyristor forward
or reverse direction ora unidirectional SCR forward direction only. Electrical Term - Thyristor
Repetitive Peak Reverse Voltage Vrrm Maximum allowable instantaneous value of a repetitive
reverse voltage that may be applied across an SCR without causing reverse current avalanche.
A chassis mount fuseholder can be open or enclosed. Normal Fuse Holder Finger Safe Fuse
holders that designed so that there is no exposure to energized parts. These holders have IP
finger-safe fusible features that meet global standards for minimizing contact with
current-carrying parts. Fuse Holder Fuse Block An insulating base on which are mounted fuse
clips or other contacts designed to mount a fuse in a circuit. The base is usually made of
bakelite, thermoplastic, porcelain or some other refractory material. Fuse Holder Fuse Clip A
metal device that securely clasps the end caps or ferrules of a fuse and holds it in an electrical
circuit using tension and friction. Fuse clips are typically soldered or screwed into a board or
block. Fuse Holder In-line Fuseholder An In-line fuseholder is wired into the power line and

provides protection for the wire feeding a circuit. These type of fuseholders can be for
electronic, automotive or midget and Class CC fuses. Fuse Holder International Shock Safe
International Shock Safe fuseholders are designed to eliminate the possibility of electrical
shock. These are typically panel mount fuse holders designed for 3AG, 5x20 and 2AG fuses.
Fuse Holder Modular Fuse Block Modular fuse blocks are touch-safe fuseholders that mount on
din rail. Come with optional open fuse indication. Fuse Holder Panel Mount Fuse Holder A
fuseholder that is mounted in a flat panel that provides access to the fuse from the front side of
the panel. Panel mounted fuseholders allow for easy access for the end-user to replace the fuse
in the field. The panel mount fuseholder is shock-safe mea Fuse Holder PC Board Mount
Fuseholder A fuseholder that is mounted directly on the printed circuit board allowing for easy
replacent of the fuse. Manufactured by Bussmann, these holders can be din rail or chassis
mount. Rejection is a safety feature intended to prevent the insertion of a fuse with an
inadequate voltage or interrupting rating. These blocks can be attached together and mount on
din rail. Available with and without open fuse indication. Fuse Holder Medium Voltage Fuse
Mounting A mounting provides all the necessary parts to safely mount a fuse in its intended
piece of equipment. The base is the metal support to which all other pieces attach. Insulators
attach to the base and insulate the live fuse unit from the base and everythi Fuse Holder
Disconnect Mounting The disconnect mounting allows the fuse unit to be removed off load
using an insulated hook stick. The hook-stick grabs a pull ring and disconnects the fuse unit,
which may then be lifted out of its mounting. Fuse Holder Non-Disconnect Mounting A
non-disconnect mounting does not provide a means for removing the fuse until the circuit is
dead and the fuse unit can be removed manually. The fuse unit is held in place by fuse clips.
Mersen CL fuses have copper tabs which slide into position between the clip casting and cam.
Fuse Holder Ferrule Mount Ferrule mount fuses are ferrule-type fuses that can be mounted in
standard clips. Fuse Holder Hookeye An optional accessory that mounts to the upper fitting of
the fuse and allows for easy installation into pole-top mountings with a hook stick. The key
design feature of this hookeye provides for proper engagement of the upper live part. Fuse
Holder Live Parts Live parts include everything above the insulators on the mounting excluding
the fuse unit, fuse holder, and the fuse end fittings if required. The IEC is the primary standards
agency for Europe. It is a rating system designed to determine the resistance of a device to
environmental contaminants. Standards - IP IP54 Protection against limited dust ingress and
water spray from any direction; limited ingress protection. Standards - IP IP56 Protection from
limited dust ingress and high pressure water jets from any direction; limited ingress protection.
Standards - IP IP65 Protection from total dust ingress and low pressure water jets from any
direction; limited ingress protection Standards - IP IP67 Protection from total dust ingress and
from immersion between 15 centimeters and I meter in depth; limited ingress protection.
Standards - IP IP68 Protection from total dust ingress and from long term immersion up to a
specified pressure; limited ingress protection. Standards - IP IPX7 Protection against the effects
of temporary submersion in water up to a depth of 3 feet 1 meter fro 30 minutes. The regulations
are designed to protect the vehicle in potentially explosive environments in accordance with the
European Dangerous Goods Transport Regulations. Standards - Misc. Agency Approvals An
approval, as determined by an independent testing agency, certifies conformance to an
appropriate standard. Meeting the requirements of a component standard, however, does not
imply automatic agency approval. Such approvals must be applied for, and are Standards Misc. CE The CE symbol is only an identification of the conformity of guidelines in connection
with the technical harmonization within the European Community. This means that the CE
symbol is not a quality or standard conformity approval, but an administrative sym Standards Misc. With the CE marking on a product the manufacturer ensures that the product or
component conforms with the essential requirement Standards - Misc. This document is similar
to UL with subtle differences in voltage ratings and breakin Standards - Misc. EN A European
standard governing electrical apparatus used in potentially explosive atmospheres. EN A
European Standard that contains specific requirements for construction and testing of
intrinsically safe electrical apparatus, type of protection, intended for use in potentially
explosive atmospheres. Defines various AC power fault and lightning surge tests that telecom
equipment must withstand. Federal enforcement agency responsible for the health and safety of
the nation's miners. It is used nationally and internationally as the basis for safeguarding per
Standards - Misc. RoHS A component that is compliant with the various regional environmental
laws and regulations that call for the reduction or removal of specific toxic materials used in the
manufacturer of products. Issues standards for automotive-related components. SEMKO
Approval This symbol, granted by the Swedish agency, guarantees that a fuse or holder has
been manufactured in full compliance with the appropriate section of the IEC standard. VDE The
national safety rating agency for Germany. VDE Approval This symbol, granted by the German

agency, guarantees that a fuse or holder has been manufactured in full compliance with the
appropriate section of the IEC standard. TUV A German government approved independent
testing agency. ANSI C ANSI C This standard provides the design tests for high-voltage volt or
more fuses, fuse and disconnecting cutouts, distribution enclosed single-pole air switches, fuse
disconnecting switches, and accessories for use on ac power and distribution systems. If basic
Canadian safety requirements are met during testing and the component performs as the
manufacturer predicts it can be c-UL Recognized. This approval guarantees full compliance with
the selected component standards. This is the "catch-all" section of the UL fuse standard. It
covers industrial control devices for starting, stopping, regulating, controlling, or protecting
electric motors. Standards - UL UL Listed Underwriter Laboratories' approval mark
guaranteeing that a component has been manufactured and tested in full compliance with the
relevant UL standard. A fuse or holder may be submitted to UL for testi Standards - UL UL
Recognized Underwriter Laboratories Component Recognition Program allows for the testing of
components for which no UL standard exists or where the manufacturer only wants to test to
certain sections of a UL standard or other agency standard. Whereas, both documents have
much in common when describing physical dimensions and materials used in construction,
they co Standards - UL UL The Underwriter Laboratories UL standard for Transient Voltage
Suppressors Standards - UL UL The Underwriter Laboratories UL standard for across the line
capacitors, antenna coupling and line by-pass capacitors for radio and television type
appliances Standards - UL UL The Underwriter Laboratories UL standard for products and
components classified as ignition protected for marine electrical and fuel systems. A Type I
Circuit Breaker resets automatically as soon as the short circuit or overload has been remedied.
A cylindrical fiber tube fuse with threaded ends and ventilation slots designed for the telecom
industry. A ceramic body axial leaded subminiature fuse that is 2. A Litttelfuse brand name for a
glass body cartridge fuse that is 5mm in diameter and 15mm in length. A ceramic body axial
leaded subminiature fuse that is 3. A glass or ceramic body cartridge fuse that is 5mm in
diameter and 20mm in length. A cylindrical fiber tube fuse with threaded ends designed for the
telecom industry. A cylindrical cartridge fuse with an indicator pin designed for the telecom
industry. A fast acting, 60 volt DC cylindrical body fuse designed for the telecom industry. A
fast acting, cylindrical body fuse designed for the telecom industry. A fast acting, cylindrical
body, non-indicating fuse designed for the telecom industry. A fast-acting telecom fuse
designed to provide visual blown fuse indication by triggering an LED or an audio alarm. A fuse
designed to operate in potentially explosive environments. A fuse which is intended to be
bolted directly to bus bars, contact pads or fuse blocks. A fuse that has a minimum
interrrupting rating of 10, amps, a minimum voltge rating of volts and a they must be size
rejecting so that a fuse with a higher voltage rating cannot be installed in the circuit. They must
also be size rejecting so that. A fuse with a cylindrical body, a current responsive element and
two cylindrical end caps or ferrules. Their design incorporates a rejection feature that allows
them to be inserted into rejection fuse holders and fuse blocks that reject all lower voltag. A
branch circuit fuse having V, a kA interrupting rating and is size rejecting to eliminate
overfusing. A branch circuit fuse having either V or V, a 10kA interrupting rating that may be
renewable or non-renewable. A VAC fuse rated to interrupt a minimum of kA. A branch circuit
fuse having either V or V, and a 50kA interrupting rating. These fuses are rated for through A,
and are rated to interrupt a minimum of kA. Some Class L. They have identical outline
dimensions with the Class H fuses but have a rejec. A fast acting or dual element time delay
fuse. Class RK1 fuses are more curre. A dual element time delay fuse. Class RK5 fuses are less
current limiting than. An industry class of fuses in V and V ratings from 1A through A. A 58 volt
DC ceramic automotive fuses that is designed to mount directly on the battery terminal with an
associated hex nut. A fuse which will limit both the magnitude and duration of current flow
under short circuit conditions. Limit peak currents to values less than those which would occur
if the fuses were. A fuse with a special design that utilizes two individual elements in series
inside the fuse tube. The other element, the short circuit secti. A volt AC branch circuit rated
fuses that is designed to screw in to a socket. The Edison Base style has brass threads and a
ceramic body. An overcurrent protective device with a fusible link which melts and permanently
opens the circuit under an overcurrent condition. It includes. A fuse which opens on overload
and short circuits very quickly. UL listed or recognized fast acting fuses would typically open
within 5 secon. A DC rated fuse designed for battery operated lift trucks and other low voltage
battery operated equipment. The industry has developed basic physical specifications and
electrical performance requirements for fuses with voltage ratings of V or less. If a type of fuse
meets the requirements of a standard, it can fall into that cl. A special category of electronic
fuses designed for use in aircraft, space and military application where reliability is critical. Also
known as a Semiconductor Fuse or a Rectifier Fuse. A glass body, volt AC rated fuse that is

designed to protect flourescent lighting fixtures. A fuse with a visual or trigger feature that
allows for easy identification of a blown fuse. A special purpose fuse which is intended to
provide short circuit protection only. A special purpose fuse that provides short circuit
protection only. A fuse rated at v or less. Current limiting power fuses having voltage ratings
from 0. E-rated medium voltage fuses are general purpose fuses that are primarily used to
protect transformers and provide both cur. A radial leaded subminature electronic fuse offered
in either a cylindrical or rectangular body. A generic term used to describe a Class H
non-renewable cartridge fuse with a single element. A volt AC branch circuit rated fuse that
interrupts a minimum of 10, amps. A current-limiting fuse with high interrupting rating and with
unique dimensions or mounting provisions. A fuse rated at V or below in which the element may
be replaced after the fuse has opened and then reused. Littelfuse brand name for a hermetically
sealed, encapsulated fuse designed to operate in potentially explosive environments. A
fast-acting low voltage glass body cartridge fuse. Typically a fuse with a voltage rating of V or
below designed for circuit board applications. A 1, volt DC fuse designed specifically for the
protection of photovoltaic PV systems. Fuses that can have many voltages and interrupting
ratings within the same case size. A fuse constructed in a way that alows it to be soldered
directly to the surface of a printed circuit board. It also saves considerable space by utilizing. A
type of surface mount fuse construction where a microscopically thin layer of conductive metal
is deposited on a ceramic or glass substrate between the fuse terminals. This construction
method allow. A fuse constructed with leads that are soldered to the back side of the printed
circuit board. Installation of a through hole fuse requites drilling holes in the printed circuit
board, inserting the leads in the holes and soldering the leads on the back s. A built-in delay
that allows temporary and harmless inrush currents to pass the fuse or circuit breaker without
operating, but is so designed to open on sustained overloads and short circuits. A torpedo fuse
consists of a heat resistant body with the fuse element stretched over the exterior body of the
fuse. Very fast-acting fuses are designed for very fast response to overloads and short-circuits.
Their special characteristics, including quick overload response, v. Current limiting medium
voltage power fuses that provide overload and short circuit protection. R-Rated fuses are
current limiting back-up fuses which are designed to provide short circuit protection only for
medium voltage starters and motors. R-rated fuses must be applied in ser. Since the power
requir. Capacitor fuses are current limiting with high interrupting ratings and provide both short
circuit and overload protection. Distribution Transformer Fuses are back-up current limiting
fuses designed to protect distribution transformers. A back-up current limiting fuse is a fuse
that can interrupt any current between its rated minimum interrupting current and its maximum
inte. Their operating range is between their minimum interrupting rating I3 and their maximum.
A current limiting medium voltage fuse capable of interrupting all currents from the maximum
rated interrupting current down to the current that causes melting of the fusible element in one
hour. It is possible to. A current limiting medium voltage fuse capable of interrupting all
currents from the maximum rated interrupting current down to the minimum continuous current
that causes melting of the fusible element s when the fuse is applied at the maximum ambient
te. A special purpose current limiting fuse that provides short circuit protection only. An
example would be R-rated fuses that are design. A resettable overcurrent protection device that
is made with a polymer that reponds rapidly to a rise in temperature. The PTC Device changes
or tri. Another name for a PTC Device. An axial leaded PTC Device that provides non-cycling
protection against overcharging and short circuit events for rechargeable battery cells. Manual
Battery Disconnect. A battery disconnect switch that is operated by manually manipulating a
handle, lever, knob or key. Remote Battery Disconnect. A battery disconnect switch that operate
with an electric or electronic remote control. In the event of a short circuit, the electronic or
electrical control unit detects a voltage drop and opens the contacts and disconnect the battery.
A battery disconnect switch that is designed to quickly cut off the battery from the electrical
circuit by disconnecting either the positive or the ground wires. A safety feature of some
disconnect switches that disconnects the alternator field in the event of a dangerous voltage
rise so that the magnetic field is turned off, preventing a voltage spike. Ingress Protection or IP
refers to features in a disconnect switch that protect the device from various environmental
contaminants. In an environment where dust o. A pin that aligns the switch with the mounting
panel and prevents rotation for switches with through hole style mounting. A thermal circuit
breaker is a resettable circuit protection device that is primarily designed to protect
components and equipment from current overload and short circuit conditions. Thermal
breakers provide thermal overload protection in DC applications. The Shortstop Thermal Circuit
Breaker is a thermal circuit breaker that is enclosed in a metal or plastic cover with two stud
type terminals. There are versions that are rated at either The flow of current st. The Type III
thermal breaker also has a switchable option which allows the user t. A Manual Reset Type III

reset mechanism in a thermal circuit breaker with the addition of a push to trip or open button. It
has the same functionality as the standard Manual Reset Type III but having the convenience of
a push button to turn off or op. AA voltage sensitive device designed to protect circuits from
transient voltage surges. MOV's are constructed with a zinc oxide disc, m. A voltage sensitive
surface mount device designed to protect circuits from transient voltage surges generated from
Electrostatic Discharge ESD , inductive load switching or lightning surge remnants. MLV's are
constructed with a zinc oxide material inter. A reed switch is an electrical switch operated by an
applied magnetic field. A reed sensor packaged in a slim, cylindrical form. A reed sensor
designed with a rectangular package for mounting on a flat surface. A reed sensor designed
with a clip mounting frame and a lever arm. A reed sensor packaged with an intergral magnet
and a reed switch. A reed sensor designed with a cylindrical package. A reed sensor packaged
with a magnet and a reed switch. A Hall effect sensor is a transducer that varies its output
voltage in response to changes inthe magnetic field. A reed relay is made by combining a reed
switch with a copper coil. However, because of the small size and magnetic efficiency of the
reed switch, th. Thermistors are thermally sensitive resistors whose prime function is to exhibit
a large, predictable and precise change in electrical resistance when subjected to a
corresponding change in the body temperature of the thermistor. A NTC thermistor or Negative
Temperature Coefficient, is a temperature sensing device in which a zero-power resistance
decreases with an increase in body temperature of the thermistor. A PTC thermistor or Positive
Temperature Coefficient, is a temperature sensing device in which a zero-power resistance
increases with an increase in body temperature of the thermistor. An RTD detector is a
temperature sensor that has a positive, predictable and nearly linear change in resistance when
subjected to a corresponding change in body temperature of the detector. The main feature of
an RTD is a nearly linear relationship betwe. An industry standard surface mount package that
is 0. An industry standard axial-leaded package that is 2. An industry standard axial-leaded
package that is 4. An industry standard axial leaded package where the device body is 5. An
industry standard radial leaded package where the device body is An industry standard surface
mount package that is 4. An industry standard surface mount package that is 7. An industry
standard surface mount package that is 2. An industry standard axial leaded package where the
device body is 7. An industry standard axial leaded package where the device body is 9. An
industry standard surface mount package that is 3. An industry standard surface mount
package that is 5. An industry standard surface mount package that is 6. An industry standard
surface mount package that is An industry standard radial leaded package where the device
body is 4. An industry standard radial leaded package where the device body is 7. Mersen brand
name given to their fuses having the highest degree of current limitation in the Mersen line.
Littelfuse brand name for a specific fuse designed for use on the terminals of automotive style
batteries. Bussmann trade name for a dual element, time delay, finger safe fuse that meets the
Class J performance requirements. Littelfuse brand name for a specific type of low profile
cartridge fuse with female terminals designed for automotive applications. Littelfuse brand
name for a specific type of cartridge fuse with female terminals designed for automotive
applications. Bussmann brand name for a power fuse that can only provide short circuit
protection. Littelfuse brand name for a larger automotive blade style fuse designed to carry
higher currents. Littelfuse brand name for a larger automotive blade style fuse designed to carry
higher currents and having a clear window for blown fuse detection. Littelfuse brand name for a
larger automotive blade style fuse designed to carry higher currents at 58 VDC and having a
clear window for blown fuse detection. Littelfuse brand name for a bolt down automotive fuse
for higher ampere applications. Littelfuse brand name for a type of automotive bolt-on fuses
rated for 32 and 58 VDC high current wiring protection. Littelfuse brand name for a mini
automotive blade fuse with a clear cover for circuit board applications. Littelfuse brand name
for a surface mount fuse and fuse block combination that can be installed on a PC board in a
single step. Littelfuse brand name for an axial leaded white thermoplastic subminiature fuse
with a clear insulating sleeve. Littelfuse brand name for an axial leaded,encapsulated,
epoxy-coated, subminiature fuse. Littelfuse brand name for a group of fuses with a high degree
of current limitation. Bussmann brand name for their line of transient voltage surge protection
products. Bussmann brand name for a surge resistant time delay surface mount fuse designed
specifically for the telecommunications industry. Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt
rectangular body subminiature micro fuses. Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt or higher,
rectangular body subminiature micro fuses. Littelfuse brand name for a surge resistant time
delay surface mount fuse designed specifically for the telecommunications industry Series
Littelfuse brand name for a series of volt cylindrical body subminiature micro fuses. Littelfuse
brand name for a series of volt or higher, cylindrical body subminiature micro fuses. Littelfuse
brand name for a low voltage radial leaded MOV designed for automotive applications. Littelfuse

brand name for a thermally protected MOV that also provides open circuit indication. Mersen
brand name for a thermally protected MOV that also provides open circuit indication. Littelfuse
brand name for an MOV designed for AC line voltage applications with high peak surge current
ratings and high energy absorption requirements. Littelfuse brand name for a 25mm square
radial leaded MOV designed for AC line voltage applications with high peak surge current
ratings and high energy absorption requirements. A Cole Hersee brand name for a non-bitted
key. The interrupting capacity of a fuse. Ambient temperature is the temperature of the air
immediately surrounding the fuse and is not necessarily room temperature. Both higher and
lower ambient t. Also known as the current rating. When a fuse is subjected to a current above
its amp rating, it will op. Arcing at the point of fault melts and vaporizes the conductors and
components involved in the fault. The amount of time from the instant the fuse link has melted
until the overcurrent is interrupted, or cleared. Also known as Interrupting Rating or Interrupting
Capacity. A fuse must interrupt all overcurrents up to its bre. The total time between the
beginning of the overcurrent and the final opening of the circuit at rated voltage by an
overcurrent protective device. A fuse operation relating to short circuits only. Also, it will limit
the instantaneous peak let-through current to a value substantially less than t. Also known as
the amp rating. When a fuse is subjected to a current above its amp rating, it will open. Higher
ambient temperatures mean additional loading on a fuse element. Since technical data is
presented based on a standard ambient temperature, either forced air cooling or de-rating of a
fuse may be necessary to ensure reliable operation in a higher a. Also known as a link. Fuse
links protect electrical devices and components from overcurrents and short circuits. An
irreversible, physical separation is created thereby cutting of. Also known as Breaking Capacity
or Interrupting Rating. A fuse must interrupt all overcurrents up to its interru. Also known as
Breaking Capacity or Interrupting Capacity. A circuit protection device must. Also known as an
element. Also known as the Melting Integral. The amount of time required to melt the fuse link
during a specified overcurrent condition. The current that passes through the fuse during
steady state conditions. The instantaneous value of peak current let-through by a
current-limiting fuse, when it operates in its current-limiting range. The measure of a fuse's
ability to withstand a series of defined current pulses without opening prematurely. This
parameter, along with the fuse melting integral, is used to properly. Two wire leads, terminals or
pins in parallel extending from the bottom of a fuse body. The field-replaceable element of a
renewable fuse. Fuses or circuit breakers that can only be used for protecting an appliance or
other electrical equipment where upstream branch circuit overcurrent protection is already
provided, or is not required. Voltage ratings typically are V or lower and interru. A characteristic
of telecom fuses. The maximum voltage at which a fuse is designed to operate. A type of
surface mount fuse construction where a melting wire filament is suspended in air and
physically attached to both fuse end caps via solding or welding. Current rating. An R-rated
fuse will safely interrupt any current between its minimum interrupting rating and its maximum
interrupting rating. If the current is higher than The maximum steady state current a PTC Device
can pass through without causing it to trip. The minimum fault current that can pass through a
PTC Device and cause it to trip. The maximum fault current a PTC Device can withstand in its
tripped state without physical damage at rated voltage Vmax. The maximum AC voltage a PTC
Device can withstand in its tripped state without physical damage; test parameter is used to
comply with Telecom Power Cross conditions required in telecom industry standards. The time
needed from the onset of a fault current until the PTC Device is tripped in seconds; varies based
on the level of fault current. The maximum resistance of a PTC Device 1 hour after being tripped
at room temperature or after reflow soldering. The part of a switch assembly that causes the
switch contacts to engage or disengage. A pair of metallic components that touch or come
apart at the point where the switch throw makes or breaks the circuit. The current rating that a
device can handle without interruption. Electromechanical switches that are designed not to
create a spark between the contacts. The amount of current a switch can withstand for 5
minutes or less while maintaining an acceptabletemeprature rise. This rating is meant to reflect
the switches ability to withstand a short term high current event like starting without damaging
the conta. The mechanism that connects a switch to the circuit or device it activates. Battery
switches are supplied with metric or standa. Full gap is a requirement when the switch is used
as the main power d. Actuators are the mechanical component used to manually turn a switch
or circuit breaker on and off. A switch that is isolated electrically from the circuit breakers
circuit. It works in unison with the power contacts to set off a sound or light indicator. Switches
that will only complete one circuit at a time, leaving an interval of time between the time one
circuit opens and the next circuit closes. A switch with three actuator positions. A mechanical
overcurrent circuit protection device. The device is activated by utilizing an electromagnetic coil
or a heat sensitve bimetal strip that trips a spring loaded. A feature on a multi-pole circuit

protector in which an overload on any pole will cause all poles to open. Components that form
the junction of two electrical conductors through which current passes, used for making
closing and breaking opening electrical circuits. The tendency for butt action contacts to
bounce apart as they come together. The resistance of a pair of contacts, measured at the
terminals, which effectively appears in series with the load mili-ohm range. A circuit that
provides contact opening when either an overcurrent or trip voltage is applied to respective
coils. A lamp or lamps powered by the same circuit that a switch is controlling; the lamp turns
on when the switch is activated. A feature usually found in slide and rotary switches that
denotes where the switch "clicks" into the various positions. Denotes an insulation system
comprised of functional insulation and protective insulation, with the two insulations physically
separated and arranged in such a way that they are not simultaneously subjected to the same
deteriorating influences, temperatur. A switch device that opens, closes, or changes connection
of two conductors in an electrical circuit. A switch that opens, closes, or completes a circuit at
both extreme positions of its actuator. A means to remotely trip a circuit breaker without there
having to be a current overload. The requirement that demands operation at a constant load for
an indefinite period of time. Commonly referred to as earth leakage or ground fault, an
unintentional electrical connection between an energized conductor and "ground". Ground is an
arbitrarily decided point whose voltage is taken to zero, in many situations, this point is the
actual. All circuit conductors between the service entrance equipment and the final branch
circuit protector. A device whose function is to interrupt the electric circuit to the load when a
fault current to ground exceeds a predetermined value,. An actuator that is shaped in the form
of a handle. Loads that require a higher amount of current or amperage when first turned on,
compared to the amount of current required to continue running. An example of high inrush
load is a light bulb, which may draw 20 times its normal operating current when first. A
mechanical circuit protection device. When excessive current from a current overload runs
through the device,. A lamp or lamps powered by a voltage source not controlled by the switch
or circuit breaker action. Indicates that no intentional delay is purposely introduced in the
opening time of a protector. The resistance between two normally insulated parts measured at a
specified high DC potential megohm range. Depends upon the end life criteria for a specific
application. In order to determine you failure criteria, the following parameters should be
known: dielectric strength, duty cycle, mechanical breakdown, contact resistance, insulation
resistance, operatin. A terminal that carries the current downstream to the equipment that the
circuit breaker is protecting. A symbol appearing as a part of the switch rating that indicates a
contact gap of less than 3 millimeters. When an actuator is tripped, the handle moves to a "Mid"
position as opposed to the full "OFF" positon. A handle actuator where the handle moves to a
"Mid" position as opposed to the full "OFF" positon when tripped. Often abbreviated N. Also
known as Actuation Force, the force required to transfer a switch from one position to another.
Two or more circuit breakers in a single package that are electrically isolated but mechanically
tied. The number of completely separate circuits that can be active through a switch or
simultaneously protected by a circuit breaker at any one time. A handle actuator that is shaped
in the form of a button. An alternate action switch, often used on lamps, vacuum cleaners, etc. A
handle actuator that is shaped in the form of a knob. Switches designed to make or break
circuits in less than 5 milliseconds to make or break. This circuit design permits the overload
sensing coil to be placed in a circuit which is electrically isolated from the trip contacts but
mechanically linked. The coil may be actuated b. A handle actuator that has a baton toggle
switch with a sealed metal mounting bushing for operation in harsh environments. The most
popular circuit type for a magnetic hydraulic circuit breaker. In addition to providing overcurrent
circuit protecti. Designed to control two separate loads with one assembly. When the current
through the load reached the trip point, the circuit breaker will open and remove power from
both. A single color rocker actuator for circuit breakers that offer front panel operation. A switch
device that opens, closes, or changes the connection of a single conductor in an electrical
circuit. A switch that opens, closes or completes a circuit at only one of the extreme positions
of its actuator. Switches designed to make or break circuits within milliseconds. A circuit
design that does not provide overcurrent protection. A protective device that is factory
calibrated to trip at a predetermined voltage value. Self-cleaning contacts that wipe or slide
against each other when opening or closing a circuit. The peak voltage across the varistor
measured under condition of a specified peak Vc pulse current and specified waveform. The
peak current across the varistor measured under condition of a specified peak Vc pulse current
and specified waveform. Average voltage across the varsitor measured at a specified pulsed DC
current, In dc , of specific duration. Minimum voltage across the varsitor measured at a
specified pulsed DC current, In dc , of specific duration. Maximum voltage across the varsitor
measured at a specified pulsed DC current, In dc , of specific duration. Voltage across the

varistor measured at a specified pulsed AC current, In ac of specific duration. Maximum
recurrent peak voltage which may be applied for a specified duty cycle and waveform. Energy
which may be dissipated for a single impulse of maximum rated current at a specified
waveshape, with rated RMS voltage or rated DC voltage also applied, without causing device
failure. The ability of a device to store energy and resist changes in voltage. Maximum average
power which may be dissipated due to a group of pulses occurring within a specific isolated
time period, without causing device failure. Capacitance between the two terminals of the
varistor measured at a specified frequency and bias. The excess voltage above the clamping
voltage of the device for a given current that occurs when current waves of less that 8ms virtual
front duration are applied. The time between the point at which the wave exceeds the clamping
voltage level VC and the peak of the voltage overshoot. A test waveform with characteristics
similar to a lightning surge. A test waveform with characteristics similar to the high energy
surges found in motors and transformers. A condition in an electric circuit where the voltage is
raised above the upper design limit. Typical so. The current a conductor can carry continuously
without exceeding its temperature rating. The measurement of intensity of rate of flow of
electrons in an electric circuit An ampere amp is the amount of current that will flow through a
resistance of one ohm under a pressure of one volt. Arc Flash is the result of a rapid release of
energy due to an arcing fault between a phase bus bar and another phase bus bar, neutral or a
ground. Arc faults are generally limited to systems where the bus vol. The maximum short
circuit current that can flow in an unprotected circuit. An electrical conductor in the form of
rigid bars serving as a common connection for two or more electrical circuits. A series
arrangement of more than one protector connected between the power source and the load. An
electrical circuit that allows an uninterrupted flow of electricity from the source of power,
through the conductor or wire, to the load, and then back again to the ground of source of
power. The ability of a circuit protector with the lowest rating in a cascade arrangement to trip
before those with higher ratings see Cascade Circuit. A flow of electrons in an electrical
conductor. The highest voltage an insulator can withstand without allowing current to flow. Also
known as voltage or electromotive force EMF. A metal rail of a standard type widely used for
mounting circuit breakers, fuseholders, power distribution blocks and industrial control
equipment inside equipment racks. Current flows in only one direction. The value of alternating
current that will produce the same amount of energy in a resistance as the corresponding value
of direct current. Also known as RMS Value. That part of the electrical system which actually
uses the energy or does the work required. Also known as voltage or difference in potential. An
accidental condition in which a current path becomes available which by-passes the connected
load. The number of cycles through which an alternating current passes per second. Frequency
has been generally standardized in the United States electric utility industry at 60 cycles per
second 60 hertz. An unintentional electrical connection between an energized conductor and
'ground'. One horsepower 1HP is also equal to watts of elect. An electrical load which pulls a
large amount of current an inrush current when first energized. Inductive loads are typical
energized by equipmnet with coils suc. The amount of current a load takes on initial start up.
The actual fault current passing through a protective device as compared to the current
available to the device. The amount of electric power delivered or required at any specific point
or points on a system. The unit of measure for electric resistance. An electrical circuit that will
not conduct electricity because either air, or some other insulator has stopped or broken the
flow of current in the loop. A condition which exists in an electrical circuit when the normal load
current is exceeded. An overload condition is any current flowing within the circuit path that is
hig. An overcurrent which exceeds the normal full load current of a circuit. Also characteristic
of this type of overcurren. Typical s. The opposition a conductor offers to current. An electrical
load which is characterized by not drawing any significant inrush current. The RMS
root-mean-square value of any periodic current is equal to the value of the direct current which,
flowing through a resistance, produces the same heating effect in the resistance as the periodic
current does. Also known as Effective Value. An overcurrent that leaves the normal current path
and greatly exceeds the normal full load current of the circuit by a factor of tens, hundreds, or
thousands times. Also characteristic of this type of overcurrent is that it leaves the normal
current carr. A short-circuit is current flowing outside of its normal path. During a short circuit,
the current bypasses load and. Also known as the Short Circuit Withstand Rating. The time
elapsing from the initiation of overload current to final current interruption. The electric
pressure of a circuit in an electric system measured in volts. The maximum current that an
unprotected electrical component can sustain for a specified period of time without the
occurrence of extensive damage. The distance between a reed sensor and its actuator where
the contacts begin to move from an inactive state to an active state. A packaged magnetic
component used in conjunction with a reed switch. Actuators are matched with specific reed.

The unit of measure used to define the sensitivity of a switch or measure of the magnetic field
strength. The lower the AT of a. Contact protection circuitry used to protect the contacts of reed
switches against loads which produce high inrush currents on closure or high voltages on
opening. When closing, the contacts of a reed switch will initially bounce or chatter before
reaching a stable closed state. If contact bounce is detrimental to your circuit design, a debo.
The maximum voltage level a switch can withstand without leakage current between the open
contacts. Also refered to as the Dielectric Voltage and is generally m. Loads which consist of a
capacitor either in series or in parallel with the contacts of a reed switch. A small enclosed
single pole double throw switch. The coaxial shield normally consisting of copper is found
inside the coil of a reed relay. The nominal coil voltage is the normal operating voltage of a reed
relay. The must release voltage is the minimum voltage at which a relay will change from. The
inactive state of the contacts of a reed switch. The Form B switch also has two contacts, but
they are Normally Closed, meaning that, in. The product of the switching voltage and the current
expressed in Watts. An internal diode in parallel with the reed relay coil used to protect the
circuitry powering the relay from the voltage spike generated from the coil when it is
deactivated. Used to reduce any noise or electrostatic coupling that may occur between the coil
of a relay and the internal magnetic reed switch. Electro Magnetic Compatibilty EMC means that
an electronic or electrical product shall work as intended in its environment. The electronic or
electrical product shall not generate electromagnetic disturbances which may influence other
products or compon. The contacts of a reed switch along with an inert gas are sealed inside of a
glass capsule. Loads which consist of an inductive component such as the coil from an
electromagnetic counter, relay, or solenoid. Depending on the valu. The high current upon
closure caused by the low resistance of a cold filament in a lamp load, by a reverse-magnetised
core in an AC inductive load, or by a capacitive load. The resistance in ohms measured across
the open contacts of a reed switch or relay or between the isolated terminals of a reed relay.
Loads which consist of a lamp containing a tungsten or similar type of filament. An external
metal housing of a reed relay used to protect either the internal magnetic reed switch from
external magnetic influences, or to protect any external neighbouring components from the
magnetic influences of the relay. The amount of time including bounce measured from the point
at which the coil of an inactive relay is energised to the point at which the contacts of the relay
arrive at their active state. For a reed switch, this is measured using a standard coil ener. The
maximum or minimum temperature at which a device can be operated without significant
performance degradation. The point where the reed switch contacts close when subjected to
magnetic field. The Ampere-Turn value AT at which normally-open contacts close or
normally-closed contacts open. The value at which contact ratings and operating
characteristics are determined. A reed is a basic component of a reed switch. The reeds are
aligned with a sma. Refers to the contact form in a reed switch. The maximum amount of current
that the contacts of a reed switch can withstand on opening or closure. The maximum allowable
voltage capable of being switched across the contacts. The material constant of a thermistor.
The maximum power which a thermistor will dissipate for an extended period of time with
acceptable stability of its characterisitics. The stability of a thermistor is the ability of a
thermistor to retain specified characteristics after being subjected to designated environmnetal
or electrical test conditions. The ability of some epoxy coated thermistors to be replaced
without the need for calibration. A TVS diode is a discreet, fast switching, semiconductor
crowbar device that protects a wide variety of applications from overvoltage transients such as
ESD, inductive load switching or lightning. A protective device that suppresses overvoltages
above its rated breakdown voltage. Unlike a crowbar d. Upon reaching its threshold or
breakover voltage rating, further increas. The minimum and maximum ambient operating
temperature of the circuit in which a device will be applied. A TVS device with asymmetrical
current versus voltage properties. The property of a circuit element that permits it to store an
electrical charge. In the case of a uni-directional TVS diode, this is the maximum peak voltage
that may be applied in the 'blocking direction' with no significant current flow. The device VR
should. The maximum peak voltage that may be applied in the 'blocking direction' with no
significant current flow. This is to ensu. Breakdown voltage measured at a specified DC test
current, typically 1mA. The maximum continuous voltage that can be applied to the TVS Diode
that will not cause the Diode to conduct. The minimum voltage level at which the TVS Diode will
begin to conduct. This condition occurs when the device's maximum reverse leakage current is
exceeded during an avalanche or. The maximum voltage level at which the TVS Diode can safely
withstand during conduction. This condition occurs when the device's maximum reverse
leakage current is exceeded durin. The maximum repetitively applied current the TVS Diode can
withstand without damage. The required IPP ca. Expressed in Watts or Kilowatts, for a 1ms
exponential transient. The required I. Maximum value of the rate-of-rise of on state curretn

which a thyristor can withstand without a deleterius effect. Minimum value of the rate-of-rise of
principla voltage which will cause switching from the off state to the on state. Minimum value of
the rare-of-rise of principal voltage which will cause switching from the offstate to the on state
immediately following on-state current conduction in the opposite current. Minimum gate
current required to switch a thyristor from the off state to the on state. Anode cathode principal
current that may be allowed under stated conditions, usually the full-cycle RMS current.
Maximum allowable instantaneous value of repetitive off-state voltage that may be applied
across a bidirectional thyristor forward or reverse direction ora unidirectional SCR forward
direction only. Maximum allowable instantaneous value of a repetitive reverse voltage that may
be applied across an SCR without causing reverse current avalanche. Similar to a panel mount
fuseholder. Fuse holders that designed so that there is no exposure to energized parts. An
insulating base on which are mounted fuse clips or other contacts designed to mount a fuse in
a circuit. A metal device that securely clasps the end caps or ferrules of a fuse and holds it in an
electrical circuit using tension and friction. An In-line fuseholder is wired into the power line and
provides protection for the wire feeding a circuit. International Shock Safe fuseholders are
designed to eliminate the possibility of electrical shock. Modular fuse blocks are touch-safe
fuseholders that mount on din rail. A fuseholder that is mounted in a flat panel that provides
access to the fuse from the front side of the panel. The panel mount fuseholder is shock-safe
mea. A fuseholder that is mounted directly on the printed circuit board allowing for easy
replacent of the fuse. Designed as a space saving, open style fuseholder for Class J fuses. A
fuse block which will only accept fuses of a specific UL class. Designed by Bussmann to
provide a touch-safety fuseblock for Class J fuses. A mounting provides all the necessary parts
to safely mount a fuse in its intended piece of equipment. Insulators attach to the base and
insulate the live fuse unit from the base and everythi. The disconnect mounting allows the fuse
unit to be removed off load using an insulated hook stick. A non-disconnect mounting does not
provide a means for removing the fuse until the circuit is dead and the fuse unit can be removed
manually. The Clip Lock design provides a reliable, high-pressure contact. When the cam is
locked by moving the pull ring, a high-pressure contact is made between the cl. All electrical
circuits, including those in your home, must be protected by an overcurrent protection device,
or OCPD. Current is the amount of amperage flowing through a wire or circuit, and every wire or
circuit has a specific maximum current rating. When this current is exceeded, the OCPD shuts
off the power to the circuit, preventing fires and other serious hazards. In most homes today,
the OCPD used on all circuits is a circuit breaker. In older homes with older electrical systems,
the OCPD is most likely a fuse. Standard lighting and outlet circuits have screw-in fuses.
High-voltage circuits, such as those for electric ranges and dryers, are protected by cartridge
fuses. All fuses, including cartridge fuses, are the "weak link" in an electrical circuit. Inside the
fuse is a metal strip that is connected to both metal ends of the fuse body. It's sort of like a light
switch that turns off only once, then it must be replaced. There are two basic types of cartridge
fuses. Ferrule-type fuses are rated up to and including 60 amps. They have a cylindrical metal
cap on each end and look like big versions of the fuses you find inside the plug end of holiday
lights. The knife-blade cartridge fuse is the big brother to the ferrule-type. It is similarly shaped
but has a flat metal blade on each end. Knife-blade fuses are used to protect circuits above 60
amps up to amps. Many older electrical systems with fuse boxes as opposed to modern breaker
boxes have two or more fuse blocks, each containing two cartridge fuses. One of the fuse
blocks is the main fuse. This is the OCPD for the entire fuse box and thus all the branch circuits
in the house. To access the fuses inside a block, carefully pull on the wire bail or handle of the
fuse block. Use one hand to pull out the block; this helps reduce the chance of electrocution if
something goes wrong. Remove the block entirely from the box. To remove a fuse from its
block, use a fuse puller, a pliers-like tool made of plastic or other nonconductive material for
safety. Install replacement fuses just like the originals. Warning When replacing a cartridge
fuse, the new fuse must be the same type as the old one and have the same amperage and
voltage ratings. This is critical for safety, as an improper fuse can pose a serious fire or shock
hazard. Read More. The gender gap is still wide enough for a crisis like the pandemic to pack it
with explosives and light the fuse. It explained various chemical bonds and radioactive decays
and how hydrogen nuclei in the sun are able to overcome their mutual repulsion and fuse ,
producing sunlight. Grenell was tapped as foreign policy spokesperson for the Romney
campaign in , but after social conservatives blew a fuse , the relationship was ended after only
12 days. Now we are beginning to understand what lights the fuse of these explosions. In its
place came something which, striving to fuse Urdu and Telugu, seemed to devalue both. There
is a short fuse and a certain explosion at the end of this piece of treachery. The author of the
popular Pure and Fuse has completed the trilogy with the new book, Burn. The classes, which
can only be booked as semi-private, fuse the practices of Gyrotonic and Pilates. When the

French generals reached the Austrian end they found a sergeant of engineers actually
proceeding to fire the fuse. From the said mixture, although they tried it several times, it was
impossible to fuse or melt the said ore. This Christian device is made of a jam-tin or crock filled
with gun-cotton and nails, and has a fuse attached to it. The fuse is lighted and thrown by hand
into the enemy's trench, where it explodes and does much execution. This is simply made out
of an old jam tin, whilst the fuse is lit before firing the charge in the drain-pipe. Save This Word!
Idioms for fuse have a short fuse , Informal. Words nearby fuse fusain , Fusan , fusarium ,
fusarium wilt , fuscous , fuse , fuse box , fused kidney , fused quartz , fusee , fuselage. Compare
circuit breaker. Chiefly British. See melt 1. Words related to fuse weld , merge , melt , coalesce ,
combine , integrate , mingle , blend , dissolve , deliquesce , amalgamate , run , solder , federate ,
join , liquefy , unite , commingle , flux , cement. Example sentences from the Web for fuse The
gender gap is still wide enough for a crisis like the pandemic to pack it with explosives and light
the fuse. Males Are the Taller Sex. Christie Wilcox June 8, Quanta Magazine. Mergers of dense
stellar remnants are likely trigger for many supernovae John Barrat February 24, The
Smithsonian Insider. Cut the Baloney on Ukraine Leslie H. Napoleon's Marshals R. Letters of Lt.
Derived forms of fuse fuseless , adjective. British to fail or cause to fail as a result of the
blowing of a fuse the lights fused. A safety device that protects an electric circuit from
becoming overloaded. Fuses contain a length of thin wire usually of a metal alloy that melts and
breaks the circuit if too much current flows through it. They were traditionally used to protect
electronic equipment and prevent fires, but have largely been replaced by circuit breakers. A
cord of readily combustible material that is lighted at one end to carry a flame along its length to
detonate an explosive at the other end. To melt something, such as metal or glass, by heating.
To blend two or more substances by melting. All rights reserved. Hate Typos? Get Grammar
Coach. Search for the part s number you wish to receive samples. Or, visit the sample center
page. Automotive Fuse Link Definition and Specifications Automotive use links are self-acting
break appliances for the protection of electrical devices against unsuitable current loads. The
current flow is interrupted by the melting of the fuse wire in which the current flows. The
following international regulations and recommendations in their currently valid version are
valid for fuse links:. Further the level of technology, the details of the actually valid
implementation provisions, the safety-principle "human beings, animals and material assets
must be protected against danger," as well as the qualification of the installed components
should be taken into account - self-responsibility of the manufacturer of electrical devices. The
rated voltage U N of a fuse link has to be at least equal or higher than the operating voltage of
the device or assembly unit which is to be protected with the fuse link. If the operating voltage
is very low, the fuse link's natural resistance voltage drop must possibly be taken into
consideration. The voltage drop U N is measured according to standards e. The rated current I
rat of a fuse link should approximately correspond to the operating current of the device or
assembly unit which is to be protected in accordance with the ambient temperature and rated
current-definition, which means the permitted continuous currents. Higher ambient
temperatures T umg mean additional load for the fuse links. The heating conditions of the
maximum occurring ambient temperature have to be checked, in particular with high rated
currents of the fuses, and a strong thermal radiation of components nearby. For such
applications, the fuse should be derated in accordance with the following diagram, resp. Due to
different specifications of rated current the recommended continuous current of the fuse links
is max. The pre-arcing time limits indicate the relation of fusing time to current. They are
presented as an envelope curve for all mentioned rated currents. The melting integral I 2 t
results from the squared melting current and the corresponding melting time. The data in this
catalog are based on 6 or 10 x lrat. The melting integral is an index for the time-current
characteristic and informs about the pulse consistency of a fuse link. The mentioned melting
integrals are typical values. The breaking capacity I B should be sufficient for any operating and
error conditions. The short-circuit current maximum fault current to be interrupted by the fuse
links at the rated voltage under default conditions must not be higher than the current
corresponding to the breaking capacity of the fuse link. The maximum power dissipation P V is
determined at a load with rated current, after having obtained temperature equilibrum. In
operation, these values can occur for some time. Typical values are indicated and in addition
the standard values for fuses that comply with standards. Only when choosing correctly and
when using as agreed that means corresponding to the level of technology and the valid
recommendations, as well as the specified characteristics shown in the data sheets under
consideration of the safety-principle that is to say "human beings, animals and intrinsic values
must be protected against danger" can a definite function of the fuse links as a protection
component rated breakpoint be possible. The personal responsibility of manufacturers of
electrical devices is applicable here:. Fuse Selection for Electronics Applications Many of the

factors to consider in fuse selection for electronic applications are listed below. For additional
guidance please view our Fuse Technology Reference Guide or contact the Littelfuse products
representative in your area:. Also known as interrupting rating or short circuit rating, this is the
maximum approved current which the fuse can safely break at rated voltage. Please refer to the
interrupting rating definition of this section for additional information. The nominal amperage
value of the fuse. Catalog Fuse part numbers include series identification and amperage ratings.
Some common variations of these standards include: fully enclosed fuseholders, high contact
resistances, air movement, transient spikes, and changes in connecting cablesize diameter and
length. Fuses are essentially temperature-sensitive devices. The circuit design engineer should
clearly understand that the purpose of these controlled test conditions is to enable fuse
manufacturers to maintain unified performance standards for their products, and he must
account for the variable conditions of his application. The fuse temperature generated by the
current passing through the fuse increases or decreases with ambient temperature change. The
fuses in this catalog range in size from the approx. As new products were developed
throughout the years, fuse sizes evolved to fill the various electrical circuit protection needs. By
, Underwriters Laboratories had established size and rating specifications to meet safety
standards. The renewable type fuses and automotive fuses appeared in , and in Littelfuse
started making very low amperage fuses for the budding electronics industry. Other non-glass
fuse sizes and constructions were determined by functional requirements, but they still retained
the length or diameter dimensions of the glass fuses. Their designation was modified to AB in
place of AG, indicating that the outer tube was constructed from Bakelite, fibre, ceramic, or a
similar material other than glass. An important part of developing quality overcurrent protection
is an understanding of system needs and overcurrent protective device fundamentals. This
section discusses these topics with special attention to the application of fuses. All electrical
systems eventually experience overcurrents. Unless removed in time, even moderate
overcurrents quickly overheat system components, damaging insulation, conductors, and
equipment. Large overcurrents may melt conductors and vaporize insulation. Very high
currents produce magnetic forces that bend and twist bus bars. These high currents can pull
cables from their terminals and crack insulators and spacers. Too frequently, fires, explosions,
poisonous fumes and panic accompany uncontrolled overcurrents. This not only damages
electrical systems and equipment, but may cause injury or death to personnel nearby. Industry
and governmental organizations have developed performance standards for overcurrent
devices and testing procedures that show compliance with the standards and with the NEC.
Electrical systems must meet applicable code requirements including those for overcurrent
protection before electric utilities are allowed to provide electric power to a facility. An
overcurrent is any current that exceeds the ampere rating of conductors, equipment, or devices
under conditions of use. The term "overcurrent" includes both overloads and short-circuits. An
overload is an overcurrent confined to normal current paths in which there is no insulation
breakdown. Sustained overloads are commonly caused by installing excessive equipment such
as additional lighting fixtures or too many motors. Sustained overloads are also caused by
overloading mechanical equipment and by equipment breakdown such as failed bearings. If not
disconnected within established time limits, sustained overloads eventually overheat circuit
components causing thermal damage to insulation and other system components. Overcurrent
protective devices must disconnect circuits and equipment experiencing continuous or
sustained overloads before overheating occurs. Temporary overloads occur frequently.
Common causes include temporary equipment overloads such as a machine tool taking too
deep of a cut, or simply the starting of an inductive load such as a motor. Since temporary
overloads are by definition harmless, overcurrent protective devices should not open or clear
the circuit. It is important to realize that fuses selected must have sufficient time-delay to allow
motors to start and temporary overloads to subside. However, should the overcurrent continue,
fuses must then open before system components are damaged. A short-circuit is an
overcurrent flowing outside of its normal path. Types of short-circuits are generally divided into
three categories: bolted faults, arcing faults, and ground faults. Each type of short-circuit is
defined in the Terms and Definitions section. A short-circuit is caused by an insulation
breakdown or faulty connection. During a circuit's normal operation, the connected load
determines current. Since there is no load impedance, the only factor limiting current flow is the
total distribution system's impedance from the utility's generators to the point of fault. A typical
electrical system might have a normal load impedance of 10 ohms. But in a single-phase
situation, the same system might have a load impedance of 0. If the same circuit has a 0. As
stated, short-circuits are currents that flow outside of their normal path. Regardless of the
magnitude of overcurrent, the excessive current must be removed quickly. If not removed
promptly, the large currents associated with short-circuits may have three profound effects on

an electrical system: heating, magnetic stress, and arcing. Heating occurs in every part of an
electrical system when current passes through the system. When overcurrents are large
enough, heating is practically instantaneous. The energy in such overcurrents is measured in
ampere-squared seconds I2t. An overcurrent of 10, amperes that lasts for 0. If the current could
be reduced from 10, amperes to 1, amperes for the same period of time, the corresponding I2t
would be reduced to 10, A2s, or just one percent of the original value. If the current in a
conductor increases 10 times, the I2t increases times. A current of only 7, amperes can melt a 8
AWG copper wire in 0. Within eight milliseconds 0. Any currents larger than this may
immediately vaporize organic insulations. Arcs at the point of fault or from mechanical
switching such as automatic transfer switches or circuit breakers may ignite the vapors causing
violent explosions and electrical flash. Magnetic stress or force is a function of the peak current
squared. Fault currents of , amperes can exert forces of more than 7, lb. Stresses of this
magnitude may damage insulation, pull conductors from terminals, and stress equipment
terminals sufficiently such that significant damage occurs. Arcing at the point of fault melts and
vaporizes all of the conductors and components involved in the fault. Additional short-circuits
are often created when vaporized material is deposited on insulators and other surfaces.
Sustained arcing-faults vaporize organic insulation, and the vapors may explode or burn. Since
overcurrent protection is crucial to reliable electrical system operation and safety, overcurrent
device selection and application should be carefully considered. When selecting fuses, the
following parameters or considerations need to be evaluated:. The Class L fuses are the only
time-delay fuse series available in these higher ampere ratings. To select the proper overcurrent
protective device for an electrical system, circuit and system designers should ask themselves
the following questions before a system is designed:. Answers to these questions and other
criteria will help to determine the type overcurrent protection device to use for optimum safety,
reliability and performance. Littelfuse, Inc. We use cookies to collect information about how you
interact with our website and to remember you. We use this information to improve and
customize your browsing experience and for analytics about our visitors on this website and
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overcurrent confined to normal current paths in which there is no insulation breakdown.
Short-Circuits A short-circuit is an overcurrent flowing outside of its normal path. Selection
Considerations Selection Considerations for Fuses volts and below Since overcurrent
protection is crucial to reliable electrical system operation and safety, overcurrent device

selection and application should be carefully considered. Fast-acting JLLN and JLLS series
Class T fuses possess space-saving features that make them especially suitable for protection
of molded case circuit breakers, meter banks, and similar limited-space applications. Class CC
and Class CD series fuses are used in control circuits and control panels where space is at a
premium. Industrial Circuit Protection Checklist To select the proper overcurrent protective
device for an electrical system, circuit and system designers should ask themselves the
following questions before a system is designed: What is the normal or average current
expected? What is the maximum continuous three hours or more current expected? What
inrush or temporary surge currents can be expected? Are the overcurrent protective devices
able to distinguish between expected inrush and surge currents, and open under sustained
overloads and fault conditions? What kind of environmental extremes are possible? Dust,
humidity, temperature extremes and other factors need to be considered. What is the maximum
available fault current the protective device may have to interrupt? Is the overcurrent protective
device rated for the system voltage? Will the overcurrent protective device provide the safest
and most reliable protection for the specific equipment? Under short-circuit conditions, will the
overcurrent protective device minimize the possibility of a fire or explosion? Does the
overcurrent protective device meet all the applicable safety standards and installation
requirements? Search By Parameter. UR Ord Loc. Connect with Littelfuse. This website stores
cookies on your device. Essential Performance and analytical technologies Functionality
Targeting or advertising. Always Active. Performance and analytical technologies. Targeting or
Advertising. By clicking Allow All or Save Settings you agree and accept our terms and
conditions. In electronics and electrical engineering , a fuse is an electrical safety device that
operates to provide overcurrent protection of an electrical circuit. Its essential component is a
metal wire or strip that melts when too much current flows through it, thereby stopping or
interrupting the current. It is a sacrificial device ; once a fuse has operated it is an open circuit,
and must be replaced or rewired, depending on its type. Fuses have been used as essential
safety devices from the early days of electrical engineering. Today there are thousands of
different fuse designs which have specific current and voltage ratings, breaking capacity, and
response times, depending on the application. The time and current operating characteristics of
fuses are chosen to provide adequate protection without needless interruption. Wiring
regulations usually define a maximum fuse current rating for particular circuits. Short circuits ,
overloading, mismatched loads, or device failure are the prime or some of the reasons for fuse
operation. When a damaged live wire makes contact with a metal case that is connected to
ground, a short circuit will form and the fuse will blow. A fuse is an automatic means of
removing power from a faulty system; often abbreviated to ADS Automatic Disconnection of
Supply. Circuit breakers can be used as an alternative to fuses, but have significantly different
characteristics. Breguet recommended the use of reduced-section conductors to protect
telegraph stations from lightning strikes ; by melting, the smaller wires would protect apparatus
and wiring inside the building. A fuse was patented by Thomas Edison in as part of his electric
distribution system. A fuse consists of a metal strip or wire fuse element, of small cross-section
compared to the circuit conductors, mounted between a pair of electrical terminals, and usually
enclosed by a non-combustible housing. The fuse is arranged in series to carry all the current
passing through the protected circuit. The resistance of the element generates heat due to the
current flow. The size and construction of the element is empirically determined so that the heat
produced for a normal current does not cause the element to attain a high temperature. If too
high a current flows, the element rises to a higher temperature and either directly melts, or else
melts a soldered joint within the fuse, opening the circuit. The fuse element is made of zinc,
copper, silver, aluminum, [ citation needed ] or alloys among these or other various metals to
provide stable and predictable characteristics. The element must not be damaged by minor
harmless surges of current, and must not oxidize or change its behavior after possibly years of
service. The fuse elements may be shaped to increase heating effect. In large fuses, current
may be divided between multiple strips of metal. A dual-element fuse may contain a metal strip
that melts instantly on a short circuit, and also contain a low-melting solder joint that responds
to long-term overload of low values compared to a short circuit. Fuse elements may be
supported by steel or nichrome wires, so that no strain is placed on the element, but a spring
may be included to increase the speed of parting of the element fragments. The fuse element
may be surrounded by air, or by materials intended to speed the quenching of the arc. Silica
sand or non-conducting liquids may be used. The speed at which a fuse blows depends on how
much current flows through it and the material of which the fuse is made. Manufacturers can
provide a plot of current vs time, often plotted on logarithmic scales, to characterize the device
and to allow comparison with the characteristics of protective devices upstream and
downstream of the fuse. The operating time is not a fixed interval but decreases as the current

increases. Fuses are designed to have particular characteristics of operating time compared to
current. A standard fuse may require twice its rated current to open in one second, a fast-blow
fuse may require twice its rated current to blow in 0. Fuse selection depends on the load's
characteristics. Semiconductor devices may use a fast or ultrafast fuse as semiconductor
devices heat rapidly when excess current flows. The fastest blowing fuses are designed for the
most sensitive electrical equipment, where even a short exposure to an overload current could
be damaging. Normal fast-blow fuses are the most general purpose fuses. A time-delay fuse
also known as an anti-surge or slow-blow fuse is designed to allow a current which is above the
rated value of the fuse to flow for a short period of time without the fuse blowing. These types of
fuse are used on equipment such as motors, which can draw larger than normal currents for up
to several seconds while coming up to speed. The I 2 t rating is related to the amount of energy
let through by the fuse element when it clears the electrical fault. This term is normally used in
short circuit conditions and the values are used to perform co-ordination studies in electrical
networks. I 2 t parameters are provided by charts in manufacturer data sheets for each fuse
family. For coordination of fuse operation with upstream or downstream devices, both melting I
2 t and clearing I 2 t are specified. The melting I 2 t is proportional to the amount of energy
required to begin melting the fuse element. The clearing I 2 t is proportional to the total energy
let through by the fuse when clearing a fault. The energy is mainly dependent on current and
time for fuses as well as the available fault level and system voltage. Since the I 2 t rating of the
fuse is proportional to the energy it lets through, it is a measure of the thermal damage from the
heat and magnetic forces that will be produced by a fault and. The breaking capacity is the
maximum current that can safely be interrupted by the fuse. This should be higher than the
prospective short-circuit current. Miniature fuses may have an interrupting rating only 10 times
their rated current. Fuses for small, low-voltage , usually residential, wiring systems are
commonly rated, in North American practice, to interrupt 10, amperes. Fuses for commercial or
industrial power systems must have higher interrupting ratings, with some low-voltage
current-limiting high interrupting fuses rated for , amperes. Fuses for high-voltage equipment,
up to , volts, are rated by the total apparent power megavolt-amperes, MVA of the fault level on
the circuit. Some fuses are designated high rupture capacity HRC or high breaking capacity
HBC [6] and are usually filled with sand or a similar material. Low-voltage high rupture capacity
HRC fuses are used in the area of main distribution boards in low-voltage networks where there
is a high prospective short circuit current. They are generally larger than screw-type fuses, and
have ferrule cap or blade contacts. High rupture capacity fuses may be rated to interrupt current
of kA. HRC fuses are widely used in industrial installations and are also used in the public
power grid, e. In some countries, because of the high fault current available where these fuses
are used, local regulations may permit only trained personnel to change these fuses. Some
varieties of HRC fuse include special handling features. The voltage rating of the fuse must be
equal to or, greater than, what would become the open-circuit voltage. Plasma inside the glass
tube may continue to conduct current until the current diminishes to the point where the plasma
becomes a non-conducting gas. Rated voltage should be higher than the maximum voltage
source it would have to disconnect. Connecting fuses in series does not increase the rated
voltage of the combination, nor of any one fuse. Medium-voltage fuses rated for a few thousand
volts are never used on low voltage circuits, because of their cost and because they cannot
properly clear the circuit when operating at very low voltages. The manufacturer may specify
the voltage drop across the fuse at rated current. There is a direct relationship between a fuse's
cold resistance and its voltage drop value. The voltage drop should be taken into account,
particularly when using a fuse in low-voltage applications. Voltage drop often is not significant
in more traditional wire type fuses, but can be significant in other technologies such as
resettable PPTC type fuses. Ambient temperature will change a fuse's operational parameters.
Operating values will vary with each fuse family and are provided in manufacturer data sheets.
Most fuses are marked on the body or end caps with markings that indicate their ratings.
Surface-mount technology "chip type" fuses feature few or no markings, making identification
very difficult. Similar appearing fuses may have significantly different properties, identified by
their markings. Fuse markings [9] will generally convey the following information, either
explicitly as text, or else implicit with the approval agency marking for a particular type:. Fuses
come in a vast array of sizes and styles to serve in many applications, manufactured in
standardised package layouts to make them easily interchangeable. Fuse bodies may be made
of ceramic , glass , plastic , fiberglass , molded mica laminates, or molded compressed fibre
depending on application and voltage class. Cartridge ferrule fuses have a cylindrical body
terminated with metal end caps. Some cartridge fuses are manufactured with end caps of
different sizes to prevent accidental insertion of the wrong fuse rating in a holder, giving them a
bottle shape. Fuses for low voltage power circuits may have bolted blade or tag terminals which

are secured by screws to a fuseholder. Some blade-type terminals are held by spring clips.
Blade type fuses often require the use of a special purpose extractor tool to remove them from
the fuse holder. Renewable fuses have replaceable fuse elements, allowing the fuse body and
terminals to be reused if not damaged after a fuse operation. Fuses designed for soldering to a
printed circuit board have radial or axial wire leads. Surface mount fuses have solder pads
instead of leads. High-voltage fuses of the expulsion type have fiber or glass-reinforced plastic
tubes and an open end, and can have the fuse element replaced. Semi-enclosed fuses are fuse
wire carriers in which the fusible wire itself can be replaced. The exact fusing current is not as
well controlled as an enclosed fuse, and it is extremely important to use the correct diameter
and material when replacing the fuse wire, and for these reasons these fuses are slowly falling
from favour. These are still used in consumer units in some parts of the world, but are
becoming less common. While glass fuses have the advantage of a fuse element visible for
inspection purposes, they have a low breaking capacity interrupting rating , which generally
restricts them to applications of 15 A or less at V AC. Ceramic fuses have the advantage of a
higher breaking capacity, facilitating their use in circuits with higher current and voltage. Filling
a fuse body with sand provides additional cooling of the arc and increases the breaking
capacity of the fuse. Medium-voltage fuses may have liquid-filled envelopes to assist in the
extinguishing of the arc. Some types of distribution switchgear use fuse links immersed in the
oil that fills the equipment. Fuse packages may include a rejection feature such as a pin, slot, or
tab, which prevents interchange of otherwise similar appearing fuses. For example, fuse
holders for North American class RK fuses have a pin that prevents installation of
similar-appearing class H fuses, which have a much lower breaking capacity and a solid blade
terminal that lacks the slot of the RK type. Fuses can be built with different sized enclosures to
prevent interchange of different ratings of fuse. For example, bottle style fuses distinguish
between ratings with different cap diameters. Automotive glass fuses were made in different
lengths, to prevent high-rated fuses being installed in a circuit intended for a lower rating. Glass
cartridge and plug fuses allow direct inspection of the fusible element. Other fuses have other
indication methods including:. Some fuses allow a special purpose micro switch or relay unit to
be fixed to the fuse body. When the fuse element blows, the indicating pin extends to activate
the micro switch or relay, which, in turn, triggers an event. Some fuses for medium-voltage
applications use two or three separate barrels and two or three fuse elements in parallel. The
International Electrotechnical Commission publishes standard for low-voltage power fuses. The
standard is in four volumes, which describe general requirements, fuses for industrial and
commercial applications, fuses for residential applications, and fuses to protect semiconductor
devices. The IEC standard unifies several national standards, thereby improving the
interchangeability of fuses in international trade. All fuses of different technologies tested to
meet IEC standards will have similar time-current characteristics, which simplifies design and
maintenance. Additional standard ampere ratings for fuses are 1, 3, 6, 10, and UL currently has
19 "parts". UL sets the general requirements for fuses, while the latter parts are dedicated to
specific fuses sizes ex: for Class J, for Class L , or for categories of fuses with unique
properties ex: for semiconductor fuses, for photovoltaic fuses. The general requirements apply
except as modified by the supplemental part x. For example, UL allows photovoltaic fuses to be
rated up to volts, DC, versus volts under the general requirements. IEC and UL nomenclature
varies slightly. IEC standards refer to a "fuse" as the assembly of a fusible link and a fuse
holder. In North American standards, the fuse is the replaceable portion of the assembly, and a
fuse link would be a bare metal element for installation in a fuse. Automotive fuses are used to
protect the wiring and electrical equipment for vehicles. There are several different types of
automotive fuses and their usage is dependent upon the specific application, voltage, and
current demands of the electrical circuit. Automotive fuses can be mounted in fuse blocks,
inline fuse holders, or fuse clips. Some automotive fuses are occasionally used in
non-automotive electrical applications. Most automotive fuses rated at 32 volts are used on
circuits rated 24 volts DC and below. Fuses are used on power systems up to , volts AC.
High-voltage fuses are used to protect instrument transformers used for electricity metering, or
for small power transformers where the expense of a circuit breaker is not warranted. A circuit
breaker at kV may cost up to five times as much as a set of power fuses, so the resulting saving
can be tens of thousands of dollars. In medium-voltage distribution systems, a power fuse may
be used to protect a transformer serving 1â€”3 houses. Pole-mounted distribution transformers
are nearly always protected by a fusible cutout , which can have the fuse element replaced
using live-line maintenance tools. Medium-voltage fuses are also used to protect motors,
capacitor banks and transformers and may be mounted in metal enclosed switchgear, or rarely
in new designs on open switchboards. Large power fuses use fusible elements made of silver ,
copper or tin to provide stable and predictable performance. High voltage expulsion fuses

surround the fusible link with gas-evolving substances, such as boric acid. When the fuse
blows, heat from the arc causes the boric acid to evolve large volumes of gases. The associated
high pressure often greater than atmospheres and cooling gases rapidly quench the resulting
arc. The hot gases are then explosively expelled out of the end s of the fuse. Such fuses can
only be used outdoors. These type of fuses may have an impact pin to operate a switch
mechanism, so that all three phases are interrupted if any one fuse blows. High-power fuse
means that these fuses can interrupt several kiloamperes. Fuses have the advantages of often
being less costly and simpler than a circuit breaker for similar ratings. The blown fuse must be
replaced with a new device which is less convenient than simply resetting a breaker and
therefore likely to discourage people from ignoring faults. On the other hand, replacing a fuse
without isolating the circuit first most building wiring designs do not provide individual
isolation switches for each fuse can be dangerous in itself, particularly if the fault is a short
circuit. Special current-limiting fuses are applied ahead of some molded-case breakers to
protect the breakers in low-voltage power circuits with high short-circuit levels. Current-limiting
fuses operate so quickly that they limit the total "let-through" energy that passes into the
circuit, helping to protect downstream equipment from damage. These fuses open in less than
one cycle of the AC power frequency; circuit breakers cannot match this speed. Some types of
circuit breakers must be maintained on a regular basis to ensure their mechanical operation
during an interruption. This is not the case with fuses, which rely on melting processes where
no mechanical operation is required for the fuse to operate under fault conditions. In a
multi-phase power circuit, if only one fuse opens, the remaining phases will have higher than
normal currents, and unbalanced voltages, with possible damage to motors. Fuses only sense
overcurrent, or to a degree, over-temperature, and cannot usually be used independently with
protective relaying to provide more advanced protective functions, for example, ground fault
detection. Some manufacturers of medium-voltage distribution fuses combine the overcurrent
protection characteristics of the fusible element with the flexibility of relay protection by adding
a pyrotechnic device to the fuse operated by external protective relays. For domestic
applications, Miniature circuit breakers MCB are widely used as an alternative to fuses. Their
rated current depend on the load current of the equipment to be protected and the ambient
operational temperature. In the UK, older electrical consumer units also called fuse boxes are
fitted either with semi-enclosed rewirable fuses BS or cartridge fuses BS Modern consumer
units usually contain miniature circuit breakers MCBs instead of fuses, though cartridge fuses
are sometimes still used, as in some applications MCBs are prone to nuisance tripping.
Renewable fuses rewirable or cartridge allow user replacement, but this can be hazardous as it
is easy to put a higher-rated or double fuse element link or wire into the holder overfusing , or
simply fitting it with copper wire or even a totally different type of conducting object coins,
hairpins, paper clips, nails, etc. One form of fuse box abuse was to put a penny in the socket,
which defeated overcurrent protection and resulted in a dangerous condition. Such tampering
will not be visible without full inspection of the fuse. Fuse wire was never used in North America
for this reason, although renewable fuses continue to be made for distribution boards. The
Wylex standard consumer unit was very popular in the United Kingdom until the wiring
regulations started demanding residual-current devices RCDs for sockets that could feasibly
supply equipment outside the equipotential zone. Some Wylex standard models were made with
an RCD instead of the main switch, but for consumer units supplying the entire installation this
is no longer compliant with the wiring regulations as alarm systems should not be
RCD-protected. There are two styles of fuse base that can be screwed into these units: one
designed for rewirable fusewire carriers and one designed for cartridge fuse carriers. Over the
years MCBs have been made for both styles of base. In both cases, higher rated carriers had
wider pins, so a carrier couldn't be changed for a higher rated one without also changing the
base. Cartridge fuse carriers are also now available for DIN-rail enclosures. In North America,
fuses were used in buildings wired before These Edison base fuses would screw into a fuse
socket similar to Edison-base incandescent lamps. Ratings were 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30
amperes. To prevent installation of fuses with an excessive current rating, later fuse boxes
included rejection features in the fuse-holder socket, commonly known as Rejection Base Type
S fuses which have smaller diameters that vary depending on the rating of the fuse. This means
that fuses can only be replaced by the preset Type S fuse rating. Existing Edison fuse boards
can easily be converted to only accept Rejection Base Type S fuses, by screwing-in a
tamper-proof adapter. This adapter screws into the existing Edison fuse holder, and has a
smaller diameter threaded hole to accept the designated Type S rated fuse. Some companies
manufacture resettable miniature thermal circuit breakers , which screw into a fuse socket.
However, any such breaker sold today does have one flaw. It may be installed in a
circuit-breaker box with a door. If so, if the door is closed, the door may hold down the

breaker's reset button. While in this state, the breaker is effectively useless: it does not provide
any overcurrent protection. In the s, fuses in new residential or industrial construction for
branch circuit protection were superseded by low voltage circuit breakers. Fuses are widely
used for protection of electric motor circuits; for small overloads, the motor protection circuit
will open the controlling contactor automatically, and the fuse will only operate for short circuits
or extreme overload. Where several fuses are connected in series at the various levels of a
power distribution system, it is desirable to blow clear only the fuse or other overcurrent device
electrically closest to the fault. This process is called "coordination" or "discrimination" and
may require the time-current characteristics of two fuses to be plotted on a common current
basis. Fuses are selected so that the minor, branch, fuse disconnects its circuit well before the
supplying, major, fuse starts to melt. In this way, only the faulty circuit is interrupted with
minimal disturbance to other circuits fed by a common supplying fuse. Where the fuses in a
system are of similar types, simple rule-of-thumb ratios between ratings of the fuse closest to
the load and the next fuse towards the source can be used. So-called self-resetting fuses use a
thermoplastic conductive element known as a polymeric positive temperature coefficient PPTC
thermistor that impedes the circuit during an overcurrent condition by increasing device
resistance. The PPTC thermistor is self-resetting in that when current is removed, the device
will cool and revert to low resistance. A thermal fuse is often found in consumer equipment
such as coffee makers , hair dryers or transformers powering small consumer electronics
devices. They contain a fusible, temperature-sensitive composition which holds a spring
contact mechanism normally closed. When the surrounding temperature gets too high, the
composition melts and allows the spring contact mechanism to break the circuit. The device
can be used to prevent a fire in a hair dryer for example, by cutting off the power supply to the
heater elements when the air flow is interrupted e. Thermal fuses are a 'one shot',
non-resettable device which must be replaced once they have been activated blown. A cable
limiter is similar to a fuse but is intended only for protection of low voltage power cables. It is
used, for example, in networks where multiple cables may be used in parallel. It is not intended
to provide overload protection, but instead protects a cable that is exposed to a short circuit.
The characteristics of the limiter are matched to the size of cable so that the limiter clears a fault
before the cable insulation is damaged. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Electrical safety
device that provides overcurrent protection. For other uses, see Fuse disambiguation. A
miniature time-delay V fuse that will interrupt a 0. Main article: Breaking capacity. Main article:
IEC Main article: Fuse automotive. Main article: Resettable fuse. Main article: Thermal cutoff.
Electronics portal. Patent Office number "Fuse Block". Cooper Bussmann. Retrieved Wright, P.
Newber Jan 1, Electric Fuses, 3rd Edition. Fink, H. Hager Group. Archived from the original on
Connecticut Electric, Inc. Archived from the original PDF on Mike Holt Enterprises, Inc. Richard
C. Dorf ed. Electronic components. Potentiometer digital Variable capacitor Varicap. Capacitor
types Ceramic resonator Crystal oscillator Inductor Parametron Relay reed relay mercury relay.
Categories : Electric power systems components Electrical components Electrical wiring Safety
equipment Fuses 19th-century inventions. Hidden categories: Articles with short description
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with unsourced statements from February Commons category link is on Wikidata Wikipedia
articles with GND identifiers Wikipedia articles with NDL identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk.
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. North American practice United
Kingdom practice. AC power plugs and sockets Cable tray Electrical conduit Mineral-insulated
copper-clad cable Multiway switching Steel wire armoured cable Ring main unit Ring circuit
Thermoplastic-sheathed cable. Electronic symbols for a fuse. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Electrical fuses. The fuse is the current interrupting devices which break or open the
circuit by fusing the element and thus remove the faulty device from the main supply circuit.
The fuses are mainly classified into two types, depends on the input supply voltages they are
the AC fuses and the DC fuses. The different types of the fuses are shown in the image below.
The DC fuse opens or breaks the circuit when the excessive current flow through it. The only
difficulty with the DC fuse is that the arc produced by the direct current is very difficult to
extinct because there are no zero current flows in the circuit. For reducing the DC fuse arcing
the electrodes are placed more distance apart due to which the size of the fuse increases as
compared to AC fuse. The AC fuses are categorised into two types they are the low voltage
fuses and the high voltage fuses. Thus, the arc extinction in the AC circuit can be done easily as
compared to the DC circuit. The low voltage fuses can be further divided into four classes
shown below in the image Semi-enclosed or rewirable type and totally enclosed, or cartridge
type switches are the most commonly used switches. This type of circuit is mostly used in the

small current circuit or for domestic wiring. The fuse case and the fuse carrier are the two main
parts of the rewirable fuse. The base of the fuse is made up of porcelain, and it holds the wires
which may be made up of lead, tinned copper, aluminium or alloy of tin-lead. The fuse carrier
can be easily inserted or taken out in the base without opening the main switch. The fuse
element is totally enclosed in an enclosed container, and it has metal contacts on both sides.
These fuses are further classified as D-type cartridge fuses and the Link type cartridge fuses.
The main parts of the D-type fuse are the base, adapter ring, cartridge and a fuse cap. The
cartridge is kept in the fuse cap, and the fuse cap is fixed to the fuse base. In such type of
fuses, the fuse element carries the fault current for a long duration. If the fault is not clear, then
the fuse element will melt and open the circuit. The major advantage of HRC fuse is that it clears
the low as well as a high fault current. HRC fuse has the high-speed operation and also does not
require maintenance. But the fuse element of the HRC fuses needs to be replaced after each
operation, and it also produced the heat during the faults which will affect the operations of the
nearby switches. The enclosure of the HRC fuse is filled with powdered pure quartz, which acts
as an arc extinction medium. The silver and copper wire is used for making the fuse wire. The
tin-joint reduces the temperature under overloaded condition. For increasing the breaking
capacity of the fuses two or more silver wire is joined in parallel with each other. These wires
are adjusted in such a way so that only one wire will melt at a time. The HRC fuse is of two
types. In knife blade type switches the fuse wire is replaced with a live circuit with the help of
fuse puller. The bolted type HRC fuses have two conducting plates which are bolted to the fuse
base. This fuse requires the additional circuit for taking out the switch without getting a shock.
The melting of fuse causes the fuse element to drop out under gravity about its lower support.
Such type of fuse is used for the protection of outdoor transformers. Such type of switches is
used for low and medium voltages circuit. The rating of the fuse unit is in the range of 30, 60, , , ,
, and amperes. The fuse unit is available as 3-pole and 4-pole unit. The making capacity of such
type of fuses is up to 46 kA. They can safely break depending upon rating currents of the order
of 3 times the load current. The main problem of the high voltage fuses is that of the corona.
Therefore the high voltage fuses have the special design. They are mainly classified into three
types. The fuse element of the HRC fuse is wound in the shape of the helix which avoids the
corona effect at the higher voltages. It has two fused elements placed parallel with each other,
one of low resistance and the other is of high resistance. The low resistance wire carries the
normal current which is blown out and reducing the short circuit current during the fault
condition. Such type of fuses is filled with carbon tetrachloride and sealed at both the ends of
the caps. When the fault occurs then the current, exceed beyond the permissible limit, and the
fuse element is blown out. The liquid of the fuse acts as an arc extinguishing medium for the
HRC fuses. They may be employed for the transformer protection and the backup protection to
the circuit breaker. Expulsion type fuses are widely used for the protection of feeders and
transformer because of their low cost. It is developed for 11kV, and their rupturing capacity is
up to MVA. Such type of fuses comprises a hollow open-ended tube made of synthetic
resin-bonded paper. The fuse elements are placed in the tubes, and the ends of the tubes are
connected to suitable fittings at each end. The arc producing is blown off in the inner coating of
the tube, and the gases thus formed extinguish the arc. Thank you. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Skip to content The fuse is the current interrupting devices which break or open the circuit by
fusing the element and thus remove the faulty device from the main supply circuit. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Ammeters are always
connected in series with the circuit to be tested. It is obtained by multiplying the current in
amperes by the time in hours during which current flows. For example, a battery which provides
5 amperes for 20 hours is said to deliver ampere - hours. One ampere is equal to a current flow
of one coulomb per second. Apparent power is the product of the rms voltage and the rms
current. It is made up of conductors which rotate through a magnetic field to provide voltage or
force by electromagnetic induction. The pivoted points in generator regulators are also called
armatures. Measured in farads as the ratio of the electric charge of the object Q, measured in
coulombs to the voltage across the object V, measured in volts. Commonly used for filtering out
voltage spikes. Circuits can be in series, parallel, or in any combination of the two. To restore
service, the circuit breaker must be reset closed after correcting the cause of the overload or
failure. Circuit breakers are used in conjunction with protective relays to protect circuits from
faults. Conductive materials, such as metals, have a relatively low resistance. Copper and
aluminum wire are the most common conductors. Back to Top. Spontaneous corona discharges
occur naturally in high-voltage systems unless care is taken to limit the electric field strength.
An electric current can be compared to the flow of water in a pipe. Measured in amperes. See
Frequency. Diodes allow current to flow when the anode is positive in relation to the cathode.

The sulfuric acid - water solution in a storage battery is an electrolyte. Measured in volts. It has
a negative charge of electricity. It is also used as one theory to explain direction of current flow
in a circuit. One farad is equal to one coulomb per volt. It can cause overvoltages and
overcurrents in an electrical power system and can pose a risk to transmission and distribution
equipment and to operational personnel. Measured in Hertz. If a current completes one cycle
per second, then the frequency is 1 Hz; 60 cycles per second equals 60 Hz. To restore service,
the fuse must be replaced using a similar fuse with the same size and rating after correcting the
cause of failure. If the rate of change of current in a circuit is one ampere per second and the
resulting electromotive force is one volt, then the inductance of the circuit is one henry.
Replacing the earlier term of cycle per second cps. Impedance extends the concept of
resistance to AC circuits, and possesses both magnitude and phase, unlike resistance, which
has only magnitude. Measured in henry H. The inductance is directly proportional to the number
of turns in the coil. Insulative materials, such as glass, rubber, air, and many plastics have a
relatively high resistance. Insulators protect equipment and life from electric shock. Equal to
Watt-hours. For example, if a W light bulb is used for 4 hours, 0. Electrical energy is sold in
units of kWh. A load rejection test confirms that the system can withstand a sudden loss of load
and return to normal operating conditions using its governor. Load banks are normally used for
these tests as part of the commissioning process for electrical power systems. One ohm is
equivilant to the resistance in a circuit transmitting a current of one ampere when subjected to a
potential difference of one volt. It is analogous to a closed valve in a water system. Each load
connected in a separate path receives the full circuit voltage, and the total circuit current is
equal to the sum of the individual branch currents. Measured in Watts. The difference between
the two is caused by reactance in the circuit and represents power that does no useful work.
Exists in an AC circuit when the current and voltage are not in phase. Measured in VARS.
Electrical resistance can be compared to the friction experienced by water when flowing
through a pipe. Measured in ohms. Devices made of semiconductors, notably silicon, are
essential components of most electronic circuits. All of the current in the circuit must flow
through all of the loads. The power manifested in tangible form such as electromagnetic
radiation, acoustic waves, or mechanical phenomena. In a direct current DC circuit, or in an
alternating current AC circuit whose impedance is a pure resistance, the voltage and current are
in phase. Vars may be considered as either the imaginary part of apparent power, or the power
flowing into a reactive load, where voltage and current are specified in volts and amperes. It is
the product of the rms voltage and the rms current. One volt is equal to the difference of
potential that would drive one ampere of current against one ohm resistance. This is the
difference of potential voltage between different points in an electrical circuit. Voltmeters have a
high internal resistance are connected across parallel to the points where voltage is to be
measured. One watt is equivalent to one joule per second, corresponding to the power in an
electric circuit in which the potential difference is one volt and the current one ampere.
Applying a solidly grounded wire after hipot test. Wye-delta transformer secondary line current.
Keep this in mind when working around energized equipment. Outdoor Substation Rain Safety.
Arc suppression circuits. Power Triangle Calculator. Circuit Breaker Control Schematic
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time now is PM. All rights reserved. This website is not affiliated with, maintained, authorized,
endorsed or sponsored by the International Electrical Testing Association NETA or any of its
affiliates. The information presented on this website should not be used to replace any kind of
classroom or group study led by a certified instructor. Note: Many small cartridge fuses will
have additional markings stamped on the end caps. These are usually either; a series number, a
part number, or product approval markings refer table 3 below. If you are unable to identify the
fuse, please contact us. As these fuses are larger in size, there is usually a lot more informati
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on printed on the fuse body. This information that is likely to be found on the fuse is
summarised in the following table. All rights reserved. We use cookies and similar technologies

to provide website functionality and traffic analysis. By using this website you consent to the
use of cookies. To learn more please read our cookie policy. All phone, website and email
orders are being despatched as usual. Counter sales are OPEN. Search for products using a
part number or keyword, or try one of our other search tools. Please contact us if you are
unable to find a product. We often have an equivalent product from a different manufacturer.
Search for fuses using dimensions. Type the QR Code below to view a datasheet. Table 1. Table
2. Table 3. View more product approval markings. Want to know more? View all fuse tutorials.
Contact Us Top of Page. Search for fuses using part numbers or keywords. Explanation of
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